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Students look to 
dogs for therapy 
People involved in the 
NIL) shooting and other 
crisis situations can 
benefit from interactions 
with cogs, experts say 
| Pag,? 
Seven bodies 
found in rubble 
Workers pulled the last 
of the bodies yesterday 
from the Manhattan 
crane collapse that killed 
six construction workers 
and another woman 
|P«p7 
Former N J. 
governor admits 
to sex rumors 
The nation's first openly 
gay governor said he 
and his estranged wife 
had threesomes with a 
male aide | Pige 7 
Celebrity gossip 
lacks substance 
People who spend their 
time looking at junk mail 
and rumors are missing 
out on the important 
news | Pag* 4 
Where has our 
empathy gone? 
Fraternity hazing shines 
a spotlight on the serious 
problems that occur from 
self-centered thinking 
\H+4 
Baseball wins in 
extra innings 
In the last of three 
games, BG beat Murray 
State 7-6 last weekend, 
evening the team's 
record to 7-7 for the 
■   If someone gave you a 
piece of sidewalk chalk 
right now, what would 
T.     you write? 
I 
NIKOLETTE BARNES 
Senior, Africans Studies 
" 'Stop sexual assault.' 
And'Barack'08.'* 
|P*9t4 
TODAY 
Rain 
bd   High: 55, Low: 43 
TOMORROW 
AM Shower 
High: 45, Low: 29 
Shuttle 
route likely 
to expand 
ByKriitanVaua 
Reporter 
This fall, returning students 
may find a revamped shut- 
tle service when they arrive 
on campus. 
Due to the number of stu- 
dent concerns regarding the 
shuttles, Undergraduate 
Student Government created a 
shuttle ad-hoc committee. 
Because students have long 
called for greater access to 
downtown Bowling Green, 
USG has proposed an adjust- 
ment to get them downtown, 
Senator Melinda Grooms said. 
The change — which is likely 
to come after senators pass a 
resolution — will involve add- 
ing downtown stops to the 
shuttles' north routes. 
The north route is far less 
effective than the south 
route, which picks up nearly 
60,000 more students a year, 
Grooms said. 
The ad-hoc committee plans 
on modifying this route, tak- 
ing out stops that aren't being 
used and adding in those that 
will bring students to down- 
town locations. 
"We will be looking at 
changing the schedule of the 
routes as well," Grooms said. 
"If we find that the shuttles 
are not being used at 7 in the 
"We will be looking 
at changing the 
schedule of the 
routes as well." 
Melinda Grooms | Senator 
morning, then we may push 
the start time back to 9 and 
have the route open for two 
hours longer." 
If the above plan is rejected, 
the committee has considered 
leaving the schedule the same 
and having late night hours be 
"pay-as-you-go." 
Students will have the oppor- 
tunity to vote on more changes 
during the USG elections from 
March 24-28. 
In addition to candidates on 
the online ballot, students will 
be asked whether they would 
be willing to pay a transpor- 
tation fee that would go into 
effect during the 2009-10 aca- 
demic year, 
"Are (students! willing to pay 
no more than $20 a semes- 
ter for parking lots, new and 
improved shuttle buses and a 
full-time downtown route?" 
Grooms asked USG senators. 
"With a transportation fee, all 
See SHUTTLES | Page 2 
ST. PATTY'S DAY PARTICIPATION 
B£»N!i AGUIAR 
YOUR IDS, LADIES?: Downtown bouncer "Spirit" checks IDs as students flock to the 
bar on St Patrick's Day 
University alum pilot dies 
in Arizona plane crash 
PARKER, Ariz. (AP) — An 
Ohio National Guard pilot and 
University alumnus was killed 
when his F-16 fighter plane 
crashed in a rugged area of west- 
ern Arizona while on a training 
mission, military officials said. 
The pilot, 2nd U. David I. 
Mitchell of Toledo, was prac- 
ticing air-to-air combat with 
another F-16 from Luke at about 
noon on Friday when his plane 
went down, Luke Air Force 
Base spokeswoman Mary Jo 
May said. 
Mitchell, 26, graduated from 
the University with a degree in 
aircraft management in 2005. 
He was a member of the 
Guard's Toledo-based I80th 
Fighter Wing, the Guard said 
in a statement. Mitchell was on 
temporary assignment to the 
62nd Fighter Squadron, based 
at Luke near Phoenix, the state- 
ment said. 
Searchers spotted the wreck- 
age at about 10:30 p.m. Friday 
about 80 miles northwest of 
Phoenix. 
Rescuers could only reach the 
site by helicopter and arrived 
at daybreak Saturday, May said. 
They found the pilot's parachute 
and some of his gear about 150 
feet from an impact crater. It 
took several hours for the Air 
Force to confirm that Mitchell 
died in the crash. 
A board of officers will inves- 
tigate the cause of the crash. 
Mitchell, a native of Lorain, 
enlisted in the Ohio National 
Guard in October 2001, join- 
ing the 180th as a jet engine 
mechanic. 
He was scheduled to complete 
his pilot training in lime. 
TREVOR LEE 
Campus sous chef shines 
among students, dining staff 
By Hannah Sparling 
Reporter 
Billie |o Headland is a busy woman. 
She plays the trumpet and piano, sings, 
rides a motorcycle, runs a chocolate- 
making business out of her home and is 
the only certified chef on campus. 
Headland has been working for the 
University for 2 1/2 years, and she 
now travels from dining hall to dining 
hall to run special events like "Omelet 
Wednesdays" at the Union and "Meal 
Carving Mondays" at Commons Buffet 
"I get to travel all over campus and see 
everybody," I leadland said. 
Headland's multiple careers have taken 
her many places off campus, too. 
She's traveled to Pittsburgh, Cleveland, 
Hilton Head, Texas, Mexico, Paris and 
See CHEF | Page 2 
Students can now donate old 
computer parts to Goodwill 
By HMWh BotMtman 
Reporter 
Do you have an old, used or bro- 
ken computer just lying around? 
There's a new way to get rid of it. 
Bowling Green's Goodwill at 
1058 N. Main SL will now accept 
hard drives, monitors and key- 
boards as part of a new program. 
The project, called Reconnect, 
is an alliance between 
Goodwill Industries and Dell 
Incorporations. 
Donations are free, lax-deduct- 
ible and allow unwanted electron- 
ics to be reused. 
Proceeds, which are based on 
the sales of the donated comput- 
ers, will help provide support to 
Goodwill and further its mission 
of helping people with "barriers 
to employment," according to the 
project's Web site. 
Reconnect doesn't only ben- 
efit Goodwill, it also benefits the 
Bowling Green community, said 
Bowling Green Goodwill Manager 
Rachel Dove. 
"It creates jobs through work- 
force development, which ulti- 
mately is the mission at Goodwill, 
since we are nonprofit," she said. 
"It holds wide interest in the 
community because then we 
don't have to pay for technologi- 
cal waste dumping, which can 
get costly." 
Consumers can donate entire 
computers or single parts, such as 
monitors or keyboards, and they 
don't have to be functional. The 
only parts Goodwill won't accept 
are cracked monitors. 
Once  they're  donated,   the 
BRIAN BORNHOEFT   THE BG NEWS 
DONATIONS: As a donation attendant for Goodwill, Peter Ljnn sees a daily average of 
one to two computer appliances arrive at the Bowling Green location. 
computer pans are shipped to 
Texas, where they are demanu- 
facrured and refurbished at the 
Goodwill Computer Works retail 
store. Any parts that are unable 
to be refurbished are recycled 
in an "environmentally friendly 
way," according to the Recoiuiect 
partnership Web site. 
Assistant Bowling Green 
Goodwill Manager Peggy 
Schroeder has been working at 
Goodwill for only a week, but 
supports the program because of 
its ability to fit in with the "fun 
and friendly environment" of 
Goodwill, she said. 
The Bowling Green location 
has already been participating 
in the program for a couple of 
weeks, and people have begun to 
donate computers. 
"I had considered just throw- 
ing out my compute! because 
it busted a couple months ago, 
but I really didn't want it to go 
to waste," junior Matt Arvan said. 
"Then I heard thai Goodwill was 
accepting computer donations, 
and 1 figured that was the best 
way to go because it would help 
out the environment and not go 
to waste." 
People donating comput- 
ers are responsible for removing 
any data on their hard drive. The 
companies are not responsible 
for any information that is left on 
donated hardware. 
For more information about 
donating, call 419-354-9726. The 
donation center is open 9 a.m. to 
8 p.m. Monday through Saturday, 
and noon to 5 p.m. on Sunday. 
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BLOTTER 
FRIDAY 
12:15A.M. 
Lydia R Darnall. of Findlay. was 
< ited for underage under the influ- 
ence at Founders. 
1247 A.M. 
nan repotted she lost till 
somewhere between downtown 
Bowling Green and campus. 
1023 A.M. 
A graduate student at Hanna 
Hall reported her office door was 
unlocked and that it appears some- 
one went through her desk drawers. 
SATURDAY 
12:19 A.M. 
t tag of marijuana was found 
in a killway m Dunbar residence hall. 
1:01 A.M. 
Kenneth C. Dippman II. of 
rville, Ohio, was cited for 
obstruction and underage under the 
influence at Compton. Three other 
students were referred to student 
■  for underage consump- 
■    ■ 
3:44 A.M. 
A male in Conklin D was taken to 
the Wood County Hospital for alco- 
hol poisoning. 
353 AM 
is police respond to a com- 
plaint of someone playing a banjo 
too loudly outside East Offenhauer. 
Subjects were advised to "call it a 
night 
3:57 A.M. 
Wood County deputies were called 
to Conklin G to help a woman 
remove a ring that was stuck on her 
finger. 
SUNDAY 
1:45 A.M. 
An unconscious male was found in a 
mens room in Batchelder residence 
hall. The subject refused to be taken 
to the hospital and was left in the 
care of friends for the night. 
2:41 A.M. 
Wood County Sheriffs were called 
to a possible alcohol poisoning 
at the Sigma Kappa house. The 
woman was taken to the Wood 
County Hospital 
5:49 A.M. 
Campus poke received a report 
of vulgar comments written on the 
projection screen in a classroom in 
Olscamp. 
7=31 AM. 
Graffiti was reported on the side 
of Olscamp facing the cemetery. 
Responding officers also found 
graffiti on the East Side of Eppler. 
* 
ONLINE: Go to wwwbgnewscom for 
the complete blotter list 
CITY 
BRIEFS 
Bowling Green to tackle 
the issue of private vs. 
public streets 
At last nights city council meeting. 
Municipal Administrator John Fawcelt 
tequested a public meeting between city 
council and the citys executive council to 
■  s issue 
the past several city council 
meetings, residents of the Larch 
Landing housing development off West 
Wooster Street have been petitioning 
the council to have their streets, cur- 
rently labeled as private, be redesig- 
nated as public streets Larch Landing 
residents have said they are entitled to 
full city services, such as snow removal 
and trash pick-up. which they do not 
currently receive. 
The meeting is scheduled to take place 
at 7 p.m. on May 5 at the city building, 
located at 304 N Church St 
Two robberies happen 
within minutes 
Sunday morning 
Bowling Green police are investigating 
two robberies which occurred Sunday 
morning at approximately 2:29 and 2:37 
Both victims repotted being struck over 
the head by an object and then robbed 
in the vicinity of Merry and Prospect, and 
Ridge and Enterprise Streets The first vie 
tim reported being robbed by three men 
in the first incident and the second victim 
reported being robbed by four men. 
Police said they are unsure if the inci- 
dents are related and are still investigating. 
CHEF 
From Page 1 
Jamaica, but said she really 
enjoys tier job at the University 
and would like to finish her 
career here. 
"I've done 23 years in the 
restaurant business, and I thor- 
oughly enjoy this," she said. 
"The college atmosphere keeps 
you very vibrant and on your 
Iocs." 
People who work with 
Headland would also like her to 
stick around. 
"She's a treat to work with," 
said Marissa Sargent, a menu 
management coordinator at the 
University. 
Headland is especially good 
at working with customers, 
Sargent said. 
She remembers them and 
what they like, and makes them 
feel comfortable. 
"She does great when she's 
out in front with the custom- 
ers," Sargent said. "|It's| kind of 
like you're coming home and 
you're being taken care of." 
Senior and MacDonald 
Dining Center manager Brittany 
Michels said she also enjoys 
working with Headland. 
"She's  very  knowledgeable 
"The college 
atmosphere keeps 
you very vibrant and 
on your toes." 
Billie Jo Headland | Campus chef 
about everything that she 
does," Michels said. "I've gained 
a respect for her passion and 
knowledge in the field.1' 
Michelssaidoneof Headland's 
best qualities is that she's 
truly interested in the people 
around her. 
"She's always very caring and 
concerned about everyone's 
well-being," Michels said. "She 
has a very big heart." 
Headland originally went to 
school to study communica- 
tions. She was going to class at 
night at the Kent State branch 
in Salem, Ohio, and working at a 
factory making dog collars dur- 
ing the day. Then she heard a 
speaker from the Pennsylvania 
Institute of Culinary Arts and 
decided to change the direction 
of her career. 
"I thought, Well, I can cook. 1 
might as well go gel paid for it,'" 
Headland said. 
Before    coming    to    the 
University, Headland worked 
for award-winning chef Michael 
Symon, who won the Food 
Network's reality show "The 
Next Iron Cher in 2007. 
Headland said she was the 
only female on Symon's culi- 
nary staff and got to do every- 
thing from purchasing to food 
preparation when she worked 
for him. 
"It was awesome," Headland 
said. "I had a blast |and| I 
learned a lot." 
But money problems made 
it impossible for Headland to 
continue working for Symon. 
"I was a product of budget 
cuts," she said. "In the restau- 
rant business, sometimes you 
lose money before you make 
money. That's just the way 
it goes." 
And while the University is 
glad to have her, Symon was sad 
to have to let her go. 
"It was the first time I'd ever 
seen my boss cry," Headland 
said. 
Headland's career is not the 
only successful area of her life. 
On Feb. 13, she got engaged to 
her fiance, Mike Ostheimer. 
Headland and Ostheimer 
met on eHarmony about a year 
ago. They hit it off on their first 
date, and have been together 
ever since. 
"It was like we were old 
friends," Headland said. "After 
our first date, we haven't spent 
any time apart since. True love 
does exist if you wait." 
Headland did not find 
Ostheimer right away. She had 
used eHarmony once before 
and went on many blind dates 
before meeting him. 
"I probably went on, no doubt, 
100 plus blind dates," she said. 
"I am the blind date queen." 
Headland said she has 
accomplished a lot already, but 
still has goals for the future. 
One of them is to start a cook- 
ing class on campus for stu- 
dents and faculty members. 
She said she would like to 
show them how much fun food 
can be, and help them not be 
intimidated by cooking. 
1 hMIII.mil also wants to con- 
tinue doing Weight Watchers, 
which she started during the 
first week of August. She has lost 
38.2 pounds so far, and hopes to 
lose more. 
"It's not easy," she said. 
Headland's final goal is simply 
to stay at the University. 
"I'm just grateful for the job 
that I have," she said. "My goal 
is to make sure that I'm still here 
in the future." 
SHUTTLES 
From Page 1 
this will be possible." 
Although concerns were 
brought up about the Ice 
amount, Senator Krista Long 
said it was a small price to pay 
for a shuttle that will bring stu- 
dents downtown. 
If a transportation fee is 
added to the general fee, stu- 
dents will have the option to 
not pay for it. 
Those who don't pay won't 
be able to ride the downtown 
shuttle. 
The committee has also 
considered creating a bus pass 
similar to a parking pass in 
order to eliminate confusion 
concerning who has paid the 
transportation fee. 
If students pass the trans- 
portation fee, an on-campus 
shuttle department would also 
be created. 
The shuttle services are cur- 
rently managed by Supervisor 
Fred Smith, who is responsible 
for a number of other parking 
issues that leave him unable to 
focus on revamping the shuttle, 
Grooms said. 
With the modification of the 
shuttle services over the course 
of the next year, all issues cur- 
rently discussed will hopefully 
be solved, USG Vice President 
Nick Gamero said. 
"I see this as a great oppor- 
tunity for the students' voice 
to be heard in an official 
rapacity," Gamero said. "We 
were told this was an impos- 
sible issue, and it just feels so 
good to defy criticisms." 
Sean Combs denies LA 
had advance knowledg 
Times report that said he 
e of'94 Tupac attack 
www.bgnews.com 
By Sandy Colic, 
The Associated Press 
LOS ANGELES — Sean "Diddy" 
Combs has denied a report by 
the Los Angeles Times that his 
associates were responsible for 
the 1994 robbery and shoot- 
ing of Tupac Shakur at a New 
York recording studio, and that 
he knew about the attack in 
advance. 
The Story isa lie," the hip-hop 
mogul said in a statement yes- 
terday. Tt is beyond ridiculous 
and completely false. Neither 
|the late rapper Notorious B.I.G.] 
nor I had any knowledge of any 
I 
Spring Etiquette 
Dinner 
attack before, during or after it 
happened.... I am shocked that 
the Los Angeles Times would be 
so irresponsible as to publish 
such a baseless and completely 
untrue story." 
The 1994 shooting triggered 
the celebrated feud between 
Fast and West Coast rappers 
that led to the killings of Shakur 
and B.I.G. 
The Times said its story was 
based on FBI records, inter- 
views with people at the scene 
of the 1994 shooting, and state- 
ments to the FBI by an infor- 
mant. None of the sources was 
named. The story says associ- 
ates hoping to curry favor with 
Combs — who was overseeing 
B.I.G.'s white-hot career at the 
time — lured Shakur to the stu- 
dio because of his disrespect 
toward them. 
Thestorysaidthattalentman- 
ager lames Rosemond and pro- 
moter lames Sabatino arranged 
the assault. They and Combs 
declined to be interviewed for 
the story, which appeared on 
the Los Angeles Times Web site 
but not in its paper publication. 
Rosemond called the story a 
"libelous piece of garbage." 
"In the past 14 years, I have 
not even been questioned by 
law enforcement with regard to 
the assault of Tupac Shakur. let 
alone brought up on charges." 
he said in a statement. 
Only $10 per person. 
. Wednesday, March 26, 2008 
. 5:30 - 8:30pm 
201A Bowen-Thompson Student 
>n 
Ricin in Vegas motel apparently 
wasn't meant to harm others, 
rother of hospitalized man says 
Bergendorff said in a telephone 
interview from his home north of 
San Diego in Escondido. "It was 
something that would be used 
for his own purposes, for self- 
defense." 
Roger Bergendorff, 57, was 
upgraded from critical to fair 
condition yesterday at Spring 
Valley Medical Center. 
Erich Bergendorff said his 
brother was cooperating with 
investigators who questioned 
him at the hospital Friday. Las 
Vegas police referred questions 
to the FBI, which declined to 
comment yesterday. 
Erich Bergendorff said 
Sunday's conversation was his 
first with Roger since he regained 
consciousness. 
By Allison Hoffman 
The Associated Press 
SAN DIEGO — The man at the 
center of a ricin scare at a Las 
Vegas motel says he never had 
any intention of hurting anyone 
with the deadly biological agent, 
his brother told The Associated 
Press. 
Roger Bergendorff, who finally 
rega i ned consciousness last week 
after almost a month of hospital- 
ization, possessed the ricin pow- 
der found in his motel room in 
February and believes he was 
contaminated by it, said Erich 
Bergendorff, who talked to his 
brother on the phone Sunday. 
"He just confirmed that it was 
not intended for anybody," Erich 
RSVP to the Office of Campus Activities, 401 BTSU, 372-2343 
Professional Dress required—Only 50 sp< 
Questions? Email getinvolved@bgsu.edu 
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GET A LIFE 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
Son* everts t J*n hom evertl bgsuedu 
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Nationwide Training 
Sessions 
514 Union 
12:30 6 p.m 
Second Hand Clothing Sale 
228 Union 
Toledo GROWs 
201 University Hall 
6 - 7:30 
Space and Shape in the 
Early Years 
1SS Life Science Building 
6 - 8 p.m. 
Learn How 2: Dance 
316 Union 
6 - 8 p.m 
Winding Road 
507 Union 
6-9DJT1 
Disney College Program 
Presentation 
229 Olscamp 
8pm 
Blown Away! The Wild 
World of Weather 
112 Physical Sciences Lab Building 
Jazz Fest '08: Vocal Jazz 
Ensembles 
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical 
Arts Center 
Pub Unplugged: Luke 
James 
Black Swamp Pub 
UAO Presents "I am 
Legend" 
Union Theater 
Teens often opt to 
travel without family 
By B«th J. Harpaz 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — When Ann Kahn 
was growing up, herfamilytook 
the same summer vacation 
every year — a trip to Yoscmite. 
But things are different for her 
daughter, Ashley. 
At 19, Ashley has already 
set  foot  on  every continent 
— including Antarctica. And all 
but one of her journeys abroad 
were taken without her parents, 
on trips with other teenagers. 
She started when she was just 
13, visiting Europe with a youth 
travel organization called People 
to People Student Ambassadors 
— http://www.studcntambas- 
Siidors.org/. 
"It's definitely changed my 
life," said Ashley, who is from 
Green Valley, Calif, and is now 
a freshman at Sonoma State 
University. When she wasyoung- 
er, she thought shed like to be a 
nurse someday. Hut now, "I'm a 
Trench major. Id like to work in 
an embassy. Living and working 
abroad is definitely something I 
would like to do." 
Thousands of teenagers like 
Ashley are seeing more far-flung 
corners of the world, and at 
younger ages, than any previous 
generation of Americans. 
High schools now routine- 
ly organize student trips that 
require passports. Middle- 
schoolers hike the rainforest in 
Costa Rica instead of attending 
lakeside summer camps with 
color wars and marshmallow 
roasts. And older teenagers use 
the community service they 
did in Africa as fodder for col- 
lege essays. 
A recent survey of 75 tour 
operators that belong to the 
Student Yout h Travel Association 
— http://www.syta.org— found 
that the top 10 international des- 
tinations for youth travel include 
China, Peru, Brazil and Australia 
- along with the United Kingdom. 
Trance, Italy, Spain, Germany 
and Greece. More than half the 
survey respondents also identi- 
fied middle school as the biggest 
segment for growth. 
"We still have the traditional 
tours - an eighth grade trip to 
Washingtonorahigh school trip 
to New York." said SYTA spokes- 
woman Debbie Gibb. 
'Comfort dogs' help students at NIU grieve 
•    in lieu of typical counseling sessions 
By Carolyn Starks 
MCT 
CHICAGO — When classes 
resumed after the slayings at 
Northern Illinois University, anx- 
ious students showed up at the 
campus counseling office seeking 
to talk to someone who was a 
good listener — someone calm, 
someone furry. 
They wanted to see the dogs. 
In the aftemiath of the terror- 
izing Feb. 14 shooting by gunman 
Steven Kazmierczak, comfort 
came to the shaken campus from 
an unusually calm pack of four- 
legged therapists, whose mission 
was to find people who wanted to 
pet them. The weeklong presence 
of these comfort dogs has been 
so missed at NIU that officials are 
trying to bring them back. 
"In many instances, they gave 
to students things we couldn't 
give them as mental health pro- 
fessionals," said l-Jizabeth Garcia. 
a counselor at NIU. "Some stu- 
dents didn't want to talk to coun- 
selors but talking to the dogs 
made them feel better. I saw 
people sitting on the floor with 
them, talking to them like they 
wen humans." 
The 12 dogs were from Animal 
Assisted Crisis Response, an elite 
group of therapy dogs trained to 
bring emotional rescue after a 
disaster or (rists 
MRNIE AGUIAR     MM NEWS 
PUPPY LOVE: Dogs *e able to olfei giwving people comfort and a listening eat. 
Hazing on campus is popular, study finds 
By Erica Perei 
MCT      • 
MILWAUKEE — More than half 
of college students in campus 
organizations have experienced 
hazing despite the fact that the 
practice is banned practically 
everywhere, a new national sur- 
vey has found. 
The study, released this week, 
didn't limit its focus to the usual 
suspects — fraternities, sorori- 
ties and varsity sports teams. 
Those are still the biggest offend- 
ers, with nearly three-quarters 
of members reporting hazing, 
But the study also found haz- 
ing in club sports I(j4 percent), 
performing arts organizations 
(56 percent) and even academic 
clubs (28 percent). 
Types of hazing activities 
ranged from benign to extreme. 
The four most common were 
drinking games, singing i >r chant- 
ing in public, associating with 
specific people, and drinking 
large amounts of alcohol. 
Milwaukee area      students 
interviewed last week said that by 
the researchers' definition, they'd 
been hazed, but in a way die] 
thought was positive. 
Maiquette University law stU- 
dent Mike Mcnghini said that as 
an undergraduate at Franciscan 
University "I Steubenville in Ohio, 
he was awakened by fellow mem- 
bers of the tennis team for mid- 
night practice. 
"I would say it's just pan of the 
camaraderie," he said "it wasn't 
something I was forced to do.... It 
was just,i team thing." 
^ Wig Lit 
Enjoy dessert with the University 
of Toledo Health Science 
Campus program directors, 
faculty, and coordinators for: 
• Biomedical Research 
Medicine 
Nursing 
Occupational Therapy 
Physical Therapy 
Physician Assistant 
Public Health 
Organ Dopor 
Science 
«fBGSU 
Have all of your questions 
answered by those who 
know about: 
• Admission Requirements 
• Med Start 
• Graduate Assistantships 
• MCAT/GREs 
• MD-PhD 
• Curriculum 
» Careers 
» Proposed Changes 
Thursday, March 20™ at 7:00-8:30PM 
Rooms 306, 307. 308, 314, 318 BTSU 
| (Union Bowling Green State University) 
HOLY WEEK 
11t 
EVENTS 
SACRAMENT OF RECONCILLIATION 
BEFORE DAILY MASSES: 
Tuesday at 4:15-5:15 PM 
Wednesday at 8:00 - 9:00 PM 
HOLY THURSDAY MARCH 20 
Sedar Meal 5:30 PM, Commemorating the Passover Meal 
Holy Thursday Mass 7:30 PM, Commemorating the Lord's Supper with the washing of the feet 
GOOD FRIDAY MARCH 21 
Good Friday Service 1230 
Stations of the Cross 12:00 PM and 5:30 PM 
HOLY SATURDAY MARCH 22 
Easter Vigil Mass 8:00 PM 
EASTER SUNDAY MARCH 23 
Easter Masses 
10:00 AM 
and 11:30 AM 
*AII events will be held at St.Thomas More University Parish, 
on Thurstin Ave. across from McDonald Dorm 
YOUR 
CATHOLIC 
UNIVERSITY 
PARISH 
419-352-7555 
425 Thurstin Ave. 
Across from McDonald West 
and Offenhauer 
www.sttoms.com 
SERVING THE BGSU CATHOLIC COMMUNITY 
FORUM "I thought, 'Well, I can cook. I might as well go get paid for it.'" - Billie Jo Headland, the University's sous chef, on why she chose her career [see story, p. 1]. Tuesday. Match 18.2008 4 
rtUrLbUN        IU b I K b t I    If someone gave you a piece of sidewalk chalk right now, what would you write? 
" Cheers!'" 
SHAWN EVERHART. 
Freshman. Paleobiology 
" 1 love my little.'" 
LAURA SUCHOMEL. 
Sophomore. Biology 
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DEVOU? OF SEXUM. AWARENESS. THEV HAVE OUIDfcD 
OUPNATKXJINATRJiy 
SUPERIOR FASHION. 
UNTIL MOW lTQyiEVtSMETOPEVEALTHE.SOPDlP 
RESULTS OF OUC SURVEILLANCE! >DU MATED wrm 
A PfcFPIQERATOP! 
IAPO06IZE! 
hould your pain mean my gain; ? 
"At the core of every civil and human rights 
protest, including protests against the Iraq 
War and the Patriot Act, is the assumption 
that an individual is inviolable." 
So The BG News recently ran a 
story »ii a Greek organization 
lacing disciplinary action for 
hazing — specifically paddling 
their initiates. 
1 thought very.little of the 
story until 1 read some of the 
comments that came to the 
defense of the organization. To 
paraphrase: "Hazing is no big 
deal. The subjects are willing 
participants who tolerate physi- 
cal and emotional abuse to buy 
their way into the brotherhood." 
My problem is not with the 
organization or the commenta- 
tor, but more with the under- 
lying premise of this whole 
situation. While there is nothing 
wrong with asking initiates to 
do dishes or run errands, abuse 
serves no comparable utility: Its 
only function is for some people 
to derive pleasure from the pain 
of others. 
I he underlying and unspo- 
ken tenant of hazing — and 
of pop culture at large — is 
sadism, and I often have trou- 
ble listening to colleagues brag 
about pranks they pull on even 
their closest friends. 
I understand that sadism, 
in the form of slapstick humor 
and its emotional equivalents, 
is hardly new. I'm currendy 
working through "Don Quixote," 
which was published in the 
early 17th century, and so far 
it seems like a medieval rendi- 
tion of "The Three Stooges." 
And of course what "The Three 
Stooges" is to our parents' 
generation, "Home Alone" and 
similar movies are to ours. 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something to say about an 
opinion column or news story? 
Send us letters to the editor at 
thenews@bgnews.com. 
Be sure to read the submission 
guidelines listed on this page. 
Granted, we have become 
slightly more discrete in our 
enjoyment of suffering, and 
now the most physically excru- 
ciating scenes are relegated to 
bad horror movies. 
But if our tastes have 
changed, they certainly have 
not abated. Consider the mind- 
bending torment of a char- 
acter from Edgar Allen Poe or 
Stephen King, or for the slightly 
moderated equivalent, most 
modern comedy. 
I've lost track of the number 
of comedies that fail to rely on 
clever writing and actor chemis- 
try, preferring to continually fall 
back on horribly awkward situ- 
ations which, for reasons I can- 
not even pretend to understand, 
audiences love. 
For me, the cause of this 
trend is a fairly obvious lack of 
empathy. I cannot sit through 
a modern comedy because I 
feel as though I'm the character 
who is placed in those absurdly 
awkward situations (especially 
given producers' tendencies to 
prolong the moment by making 
the impending torment obvious 
10 minutes in advance). 
That same empathy is what 
stops me from violence and 
provides a self-penance when 
my admittedly biting sense of 
humor goes too far: 1 can no 
sooner needlessly hurt someone 
else than myself. 
So why do we, a theoretically 
progressive generation, lack 
empathy? A former professor of 
mine argued that the culprit is 
"Sesame Street." He explained 
that reading to children and 
teaching them to read for them- 
selves sUmulates their imagina- 
tion; they are provided with a 
story, but they must fill in the 
details on their own. 
By watching an early educa- 
tion video, children are pro- 
vided with complete sensory 
saturation, and their ability 
for sympathy and empathy is 
never developed. 
I'm not entirely sure I buy into 
the "Sesame Street" theory, but 
I find its point quite valuable. 
An individual who cannot rec- 
ognize another human as a sen- 
tient being with thoughts and 
emotions is considered unstable 
if not insane, to say nothing of 
extremely dangerous. 
Psychologists might want to 
start looking at the gray area, 
namely, what kind of person 
profits from the pain of sup- 
posed friends and colleagues? 
I understand that this column 
in many ways makes much ado 
about nothing. Hazing rituals, as 
I'm sure someone will point out, 
have been around "forever." 
But consider tliis: At the core 
of every civil and human rights 
protest, including protests 
against the Iraq War and the 
Patriot Act, is the assumption 
that an individual is inviolable. 
The prevalence of sadism 
on campus and in our culture 
undermines that premise. 
By contrast, entire phi- 
losophies of ethics have 
been derived from the basic 
assumption that humans are 
capable of feeling sympathy, 
and I tend to believe that sym- 
pathy is the only gap between 
viable communities and 
Hobbes' "nasty, poor, brutish 
and short" scenario. 
So don't bother chastising 
fraternities for hazing. While 
I have no small contempt for 
the initiates in question (exact- 
ly how hard pressed for friends 
do you have to be to accept 
that kind of humiliation?) the 
real problem and cause is 
much more endemic. 
While this may sound cliches 
or even preachy, there really 
is enormous value in taking a 
moment to stop and put your- 
self in another person's shoes. 
The alternative — a funda- 
mental lack of empathy — is 
singularly disturbing. 
— Respond to Brian al 
tlwneu's@bgnews.com. 
' 1 love Brett Favre. 
\   and thanb for the 
memories.'" 
JUSTIN 
SLAUTERBECK. 
Senior, Enercise Specialist 
" 'I love my big.'" 
TARAMIDDLESTEAD, 
Freshman Pre-Physxal 
Therapy 
k VISIT US AT BGNEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion fc* a 
question? Give us your feed- 
back at bgnews.com. 
. 
Dontsendme@boringnews.com 
"Do you think Britney Spears cares 
even the slightest bit about your mental 
problems? I am sure that she doesn't, so 
why care about hers?" 
Like most people with an 
e-mail account, I get tons 
of forwarded crap that has 
nothing to do with any of my 
interests or beliefs. It seems 
as if the sender thinks this 
e-mail will have a profound 
effect on my day by making 
me care more for others or at 
least care less about myself. 
The truth is, it doesn't. 
Sure, I'm all about getting the 
messages that make me laugh 
until it hurts, and of course the 
ones that in some way have a 
connection to my interests or 
beliefs. But who really believes 
that not forwarding on some 
sappy story will keep you from 
finding true love? 
I, for one, believe there is 
absolutely no connection 
between my e-mail account 
and my love life. In fact, I would 
venture to say that a majority 
of people who forward these 
ridiculous chain messages 
don't actually believe in what is 
promised or threatened. 
But what is worse than 
these chain mail messages 
are the ones that tell you 
some little story about how 
"lane Doe" has a rare disease, 
but because she never gave 
up on her dreams, the disease 
miraculously disappeared. 
While I am sure that some 
people are so lucky, the reality 
is that most of us will not be. If 
we get this rare disease, we will 
most likely die an untimely and 
painful death. 
Not to be a downer, but you 
have a false sense of reality if 
this makes you feel any better 
about your situation. If I were 
told tomorrow that I had a ter- 
minal disease, I can promise 
you that I would not think back 
to that cute little e-mail I read 
and be Fdled with hope. To be 
even more realistic, a good por- 
tion of these story e-mails are 
probably not true. 
One day I checked my e-mail 
to find a forwarded message 
from my dad. which is unusual 
because he is just about as 
skeptical as I am about them. It 
was an article about the actor 
Denzel Washington. When I 
saw the title I thought I was 
going to have to call my father 
and explain my feelings on 
celebrity gossip, but I opened it 
and read on. Come to find out, 
it was what I guess you would 
call anti-gossip. 
While on a visit to Brooke 
Army Medical Center at Fort 
Sam Houston, Texas, the actor 
noticed that the housing units 
in the Fisher House, a burn 
victims unit, were full. Not long 
afterward, he wrote a check to 
help with building a new unit. 
Now, to be truthful, the 
article gave an exact amount, 
but as I said, such details 
cannot be trusted and I 
was not able to confirm the 
exact dollar amount that was 
given. The article went on to 
describe the lack of press cov- 
erage that this act was given 
among all the other celebrity 
happenings, and I had finally 
found a forwarded message 
that I agreed with. 
TOMORROW IN FORUM 
Columns from Sean Martin. 
Sean Lutzmenn and Levi Joseph 
Wonder 
Sehtdul* subject to <h*ng« 
WEVEGOTABLOG! 
Check out your favorite 
Forum columnists, unhinged 
and online, reasoned and 
ranting: 
bgnewsforum.blogspot.com 
While Denzel Washington 
is not the only celebrity to do 
good deeds, it is rare to hear 
of them, lust go to the grocery 
store and look at the maga- 
zine headlines in the check 
out aisle. 
I'm not talking about the 
mother that gave birth to "bat 
boy," but the ones that list the 
celebrity hook-ups, divorces, 
who's fat, who's cheating, 
who's playing with their kids 
at the park. 
I guarantee not one will have 
a headline or picture of a celeb- 
rity helping in a soup kitchen, 
working with Habitat for 
Humanity or donating royalties 
to AIDS research. These deeds 
do happen, but sleazy maga- 
zine conglomerates feed off of 
the public's need for gossip. 
I know it's unrealistic to con- 
vince any of you who already 
feed off this celebrity gossip to 
put it down and walk away, but 
I just want to ask: What do they 
do for you? 
Do you think Britney Spears 
cares even the slightest bit 
about your mental problems? 
I am sure that she doesn't, 
so why care about hers? And 
Carmen Electra doesn't care 
if you look 15 pounds heavier 
in your swimsuit, just as Amy 
Winehouse doesn't care about 
your drug addiction. 
All of this forwarded and tab- 
loid junk is taking up valuable 
time that you could be using to 
write or read something with 
substance. You may be able to 
tell me what couples have gone 
through divorces this year, but 
can you tell me how your elect- 
ed official is voting in Congress 
or how large the gap is between 
the poverty level and what it 
actually takes to survive? 
— Respond to Zach al 
tlienews@bgneu's.com. 
End of an error on product safety 
Sr.LOUBPOSHWMTCH GUESTCOtUMNIST 
The U.S. Consumer Product 
Safety Commission's muscle 
has atrophied for 25 years. Its 
ability to protect the public 
from dangerous goods fell vic- 
tim to budget cuts, staff reduc- 
tions and blind faith that the 
free market would cure all ills. 
last week, that began to 
change. The Senate over- 
whelmingly approved a bill 
(hat would drastically increase 
the commission's budget over 
the next three years. It would 
establish a Web site to warn 
consumers about safety prob- 
lems, give regulators better 
tools to enforce existing laws, 
and hike the maximum fine 
for companies that knowingly 
flout safety laws. 
The House passed a simi- 
lar, but less expansive, bill 
in December. Differences 
between the two bills should 
be ironed out quickly and 
President George W. Bush 
should sign it immediately. 
Unlike the version passed 
by the Senate, the House bill 
doesn't grant "whistle-blower" 
protection to corporate insid- 
ers who come forward with 
evidence of corporate malfea- 
sance. Congress has granted 
whistle-blower protections in 
four other laws enacted since 
2002. Extending them here 
would help bring to light willful 
disregard of safety laws. 
Another key difference is 
that the Senate bill allows state 
attorneys general to block the 
distribution of unsafe products 
in their states. That works as a 
"force multiplier" for the under- 
manned CPSC, increasing 
enforcement, which protects 
consumers. It should be includ- 
ed in trie final bill. 
The product safety com- 
mission's problems have been 
decades in the making, but 
until last year there seemed 
little sense of urgency about 
resolving them. The CPSC has 
fewer than 400 employees and 
a budget of just $63 million. 
That's less than half the workers 
and budget it had two decades 
ago (when adjusted for infla- 
tion). Yet the number of catego- 
ries of products it regulates has 
grown to more than 15,000. 
With so much responsibil- 
ity and so small a staff— the 
department that tests toys 
consists of one person — it's no 
wonder the commission can't 
protect the public. It investi- 
gates just 10 to 15 percent of the 
reports it receives of product- 
related injuries or deaths. 
Last year's seemingly unend- 
ing parade of product recalls 
— pet food, tires, lead-painted 
toys and dangerous jewelry 
— was a long overdue wake-up 
call for Congress. Consumers 
expect and deserve to be pro- 
tected from unsafe toys and 
dangerous products. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
are generally to be fewer than 500 
words These are usually in response 
to a current issue on the University's 
campus or the Bowling Green area 
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Ashland chemistry students find evidence 
of lead during testing of plastic Easter toys 
By Thomas J. Shnran 
The Associated Press 
CLEVELAND — A chemistry 
professor who raised an earlier 
warning flag about toxic lead 
levels in toy jewelry didn't have 
to look far for evidence of simi- 
lar risks in Easter items such as 
plastic eggs. 
Thirteen of 45 items pur- 
chased off store shelves and 
tested by Ashland University 
chemistry students had paint 
made with lead, according 
to Jeffrey D. Weidenhamer, 
who has made the toy test- 
ing an annual spring rite for 
his students. 
Lead, a highly toxic element, 
can cause severe nerve damage, 
especially in children. 
Two years ago Weidenhamer 
and his students produced 
a  low-profile study showing 
many common toys and trin- 
kets, most made in China, had 
hazardous lead levels. The next 
round of testing last year got 
more attention as the issue 
of tainted Chinese products 
including toys, pet food and 
toothpaste made the headlines. 
"It certainly demonstrates 
that the problem is still there," 
Weidenhamer said. "2007 was 
called by many people the 'year 
of the recall' and 2008 that stuff 
is still on the shelf." 
Lee Ellis, 40, of Cleveland, 
who sometimes shops for toys 
for his niece and two nephews, 
said he is aware of the lead risk 
when buying. "I was about to 
buy my niece a doll. If it's from 
China, 1 won't buy it," he said. 
Ellis said the leak risk stems 
from the drive to cut costs — 
harming both those who make 
or use the products. "You kind 
TOME PUSKAR I APPHOIO 
EGGS: Ashland University professor Jeff 
Weidenhamer scrapes paint from plastic 
Easter egg toys Friday Ashland students 
participated in a chemistry class project to 
test the lead content in Easter items 
of hurt people both ways," he 
said. 
Congress has weighed in on 
the issue, passing legislation to 
ban lead in toys as part of a bill 
to reauthorize the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission, 
which handles product recalls. 
House and Senate versions are 
awaiting a conference commit- 
tee to resolve differences. 
Sen. Sherrod Brown, D- 
Ohio, a commission critic who 
has kept up with the Ashland 
research, asked the CPSC in a 
letter Thursday to review the 
campus work. 
"Consumers believe the 
government is looking out for 
them," he told The Associated 
Press. "The government hasn't 
done its job." 
Julie Vallese, a commission 
spokeswoman, said watching 
out for lead in toys is a prior- 
ity. She said Ashland's past 
research, douhled-checked 
by the commission, has led 
to recalls. 
Charges in Lima shooting death spark discussions, 
protests over condition of police race relations 
By John St*w«r 
The Associated Press 
LIMA, Ohio — A white police 
officer was charged yesterday 
in the shooting death of a black 
woman during a lanuary drug 
raid that touched off protests 
and much discussion about 
race relations in a northwest 
Ohio city, where one in four 
residents is black. 
Sgt. Joseph Chavalia, the 
veteran officer who fired the 
fatal shot, pleaded not guilty 
to negligent homicide inTarika 
Wilson's death and lo negligent 
assault in the injuries to her 
1-year-old son, whom she was 
holding. If convicted of both 
charges, the maximum penalty 
would be eight months in jail. 
Wilson's family said the 
26-year-old was an unarmed, 
innocent bystander in the 
SWAT raid. Her brother and 
the Lima NAACP office said 
yesterday that the misdemean- 
or charges should have been 
more severe. 
"When you take aim and 
shoot someone with your gun, 
I don't see how it's negligent," 
said Ivory Austin II, brother of 
i .ii iLi Wilson. 
"No one's above the law, even 
if he serves it. Don't separate 
the police from the people. 
We are all equal in the society. 
Treat the police like you would 
treat the common man." 
In the courtroom for 
Chavalia's plea were police 
officers, Chavalia's wife, black 
clergy leaders from Lima and 
Wilson's family members. 
After the arraignment, 
police Chief dreg Garlock said 
Chavalia remains suspended 
with pay and there is continued 
sadness over Wilson's death. 
"It's a sad day for us that one 
of our officers was indicted." 
Oarlock said. 
Bill Kluge, Chavalia's attor- 
ney, declined comment after 
the hearing. Chavalia was 
released on a S50.000 bond. 
Many citizens and civil rights 
leaders, including the Rev. 
lesse lackson, demanded that 
Chavalia and police officials 
who planned the raid be held 
accountable. 
It would be a travesty of 
justice if no one was charged, 
Jackson said last month dur- 
ing a visit to address racial ten- 
sions. "This young woman did 
not deserve to die," he said dur- 
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ing the visit. 
Jason Upthegrove, presi- 
dent of the Lima NAACP, said 
the group will ask the FBI and 
Justice Department to deter- 
mine whether the case was 
handled fairly. 
"Any time a man shoots 
through a baby and kills an 
unarmed woman, and is 
charged with two misde- 
meanors, I think it would be 
an understatement to say that 
that's unacceptable," he said. 
"I think it says a lot about the 
judicial system here in our 
county, it says a lot about the 
grand jury." 
Following the shooting, 
dozens of people accused the 
police department of being 
hostile and abusive toward 
minorities. One group led a 
series of marches through the 
city to protest what they said 
was mistreatment by police. 
City leaders have been fear- 
ful of what would happen if the 
officer was not charged. 
Wilson, a mother of six, and 
her son, Sincere Wilson, were 
shot when a team of officers 
burst into her home looking for 
her boyfriend on Jan. 4. The boy 
had a finger amputated. 
CBAIG J OROSZ 
IN COURT: A deputy removes handcuffs 
from Sgt Joe Chavalia. right, as his attorney. 
Bill Kluge. watches yesterday «i Allen County 
Common Pleas Court in Lima. 
little else is known about 
what happened. Police have 
said Wilson's 31-year-old boy- 
friend, who was arrested dur- 
ing the raid, was the target of a 
drug investigation. 
Chief Garlock said crack 
cocaine and marijuana were 
found. 
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State economy brings 
changes to Ohio 
(AP) — I low Ohio's economy is 
affecting state government: 
— Gov. Ted Strickland, a 
Democrat, and the Republican- 
led Legislature are wrangling 
over the exact size of a projected 
shortfall. The administration 
has put the figure at between 
$733 million and $1.9 billion by 
the end of the two-year budget 
cycle, which ends in June 2009. 
The high figure represents 3.(i 
percent of the state's$52.3 billion 
budget. Legislative Republicans 
say their research finds rising 
revenues and reduced spending, 
but they have not offered spe- 
cific numbers. 
— Strickland's plan for squeez- 
ing the budget gap includes 
eliminating up to 2.700 slate 
jobs through attrition, layoffs 
and early retirements, clos- 
ing two '•late mental hospitals, 
and starting a state-run Keno 
game through the Ohio Lottery 
Commission. The Keno proposal 
has been controversial because 
Ohio voters have three times 
rejected expansions of casinos or 
instant gaming, and attempts In 
individual lawmakers to legal- 
ize video slot machines at Ohio 
racetracks have been repeal 
edly rejected. Strickland argues 
that Ohioans favor gaming that 
is regulated through the voter- 
hacked lottery, 
Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
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Karaoke Style 
Come to Commons Dining 
on Thursday March 20th 
Registration starts at 7:30 p.m. 
Fun begins at 8 p.m. 
Grand Prize iPod Nano 
Runner-up $60 Gift Card to Campus Bookstore 
- Showcase your talents! 
- Large variety of music! 
- Campus Celebrity Judges! It! 
 |.     Brought to you by Chil\ 
Temptations Convenience stores 
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Paterson, NY's first black 
governor, sworn into office 
By Val«ri« B.iuman 
The Assot fdled Press 
ALBANY. N.Y. —David Paterson 
i\ as sworn ill as New York's gov- 
ernor yesterday, becoming the 
state's firs) Mack chief executive 
and vowing to move past the 
prostitution scandal that has 
nuked the state Capitol, 
Paterson, who is legally 
blind, was interrupted at sev- 
eral times during bis address 
with thunderous applause. 
Before he spoke, lawmakers 
gave him a two-minute stand- 
ing ovation and chanted: 
David! David! David!" 
"This transition today is an 
historic message to the world: 
I hat we live by the same values 
thai we profess, and we are a 
government of laws, not indi- 
viduals." Paterson said. 
Paterson, 53, rose from the 
lieutenant governor's office 
after I -hot Spit/er resigned last 
week amid allegations dial he 
hired a call girl from a high- 
priced escort service. It was a 
dramatic fall for Spitzer, who 
was elected with an over- 
whelming share of the vole 
and who had vowed lo tool out 
corruption at the Capitol. 
Spitzer was not in attendance 
at the ceremony. 
"We move forward. Today is 
Monday I here is work to he 
done," Paterson said. "There 
was an oath to be taken. 
I here's trust that needs to be 
restored. There are issues that 
need to he addressed." 
Paterson spoke without notes 
for 26 minutes—about half of H 
engaged in the banter and self- 
deprecating humor that helped 
define him as a lawmaker and 
lieutenant governor. Il seemed 
aimed at smoothing the dam 
age Spitzei did with his adver- 
saries in the legislature. 
Paterson drew bowls from 
the audience when he poked 
fun al his disability and dead 
panned thai he would accept 
an invitation to dinner with 
the slate's top Republican, Sen. 
loseph Bruno, only il bis  lasi 
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NEW YORK GOVERNOR: Chief Judge Judith Kaye administers the oath o( office to 
Gov. David Pateison yesterday in New York New York state's 55th governor Paterson will 
become the stale's first black governor and would be the nation's first legally blind chief 
executive to serve mote than a few days. 
er" could come along. He play- 
fully teased Assembly Minoriiy 
Leader lames Tedisco, a former 
small-college basketball star, 
that he is ready to school him 
on the court. And he told the 
story of how Assembly Speaker 
Sheldon Silver stopped him 
from accidentally bringing 
his gavel down on a glass, 
saying he didn't want him to 
turn the Legislature into a 
levvish wedding. 
Lawmakers including presi- 
dential candidate Sen. Hillary 
Rodham Clinton, New York City 
Mayor Michael Bloomberg and 
governors from three neighbor 
ing states attended Paterson's 
inauguration. 
Paterson has said he will 
get right to work on the state 
budget and oilier matters. The 
Legislature faces an April 1 
deadline to pass an estimated 
SI24 billion budget and fill a 
nearly $4.6 billion gap. 
Paterson was Spitzer's lieu- 
tenant governor for just 14 
months. Before that, lie was 
a Democratic state senator 
since 1985. representing parts 
of Harlem and Manhattan's 
Upper West Side. He would be 
the first legally blind governor 
in the nation to serve more than 
a few days in office. 
His father, Basil, a former state 
senator representing Harlem 
and later New York's first black 
secretary of state, was part of a 
political fraternity that includ- 
ed fellow Democrats U.S. Hep. 
Charles Itangel, former New 
York City Mayor David Dinkins 
and former Manhattan Borough 
President Percy Sutton. 
The mood at the Capitol 
was ebullient and most politi- 
cians said they were hopeful 
that Paterson can help the state 
recover from the shock of the 
past week. 
Bruno said the Democrat-led 
Assembly and his Republican 
majority in the Senate remain 
billions apart in budget nego- 
liations, and "David is going lo 
be right in the middle." 
Silver, talking to reporters 
on his way into the ceremony, 
said adopting a budget will 
be the priority even with the 
recent turmoil. 
"It's a daunting task, but I 
think with all the good will 
that's created, with the lead- 
ership of David Paterson, 
we're going to have a logi- 
cal conclusion to a budget 
process," he said. 
federal prosecutors must 
still decide whether to pursue 
charges against Spitzer. The 
married father of three teenage 
girls was accused of spending 
tens of thousands of dollars on 
prostitutes — including a call 
girl "Kristen" in Washington the 
night before Valentine's Day. 
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Prostitution booking is low on 
police priority lists, officials say 
By Mike WendUnd 
MCT 
While the Web site for the 
Kmperor's Club VIP that ex- 
New York Gov. Spitzer alleg- 
edly used has been taken 
down, online prostitution is so 
competitive that many of the 
services offer online booking 
directly from the sex worker's 
Internet calendar. 
Law enforcement officials 
say they're concerned, but 
already so overworked trying 
to curtail Internet crime like 
online child predators, iden- 
tity theft and online fraud 
that prostitution is seldom 
investigated unless it involves 
extraordinary circumstances. 
For what the Internet has 
done to most every other field 
it has done for the world's oldest 
profession, with online call girl 
(and boy) rings being actively 
advertised and promoted with 
barely disguised offers of sexual 
services under ihe code words 
"full service" or "GFB," mean- 
ing "Girl Friend Experience." 
Sometimes, other euphe- 
misms are used. 
For example: A woman iden- 
tified  as  "Heavenly  Hailey" 
"Organized prostitution has taken to the 
Internet in a major way. It's a very effective 
and affordable way for them to reach huge 
numbers of persons. It's a big, big problem." 
Dawn M. Clenney | Michigan FBI Special Agent 
is advertised on a site called 
Cupid'sAddiction.Shedescribes 
herself as "upscale courte- 
san based in the SE Michigan 
area." The American Heritage 
Dictionary makes it clear what 
a courtesan is: "A woman pros- 
titute, especially one whose 
clients are members of high 
social standing." 
"Organized prostitution has 
taken to the Internet in a major 
way," says Special Agent Dawn 
M. Clenney, a spokeswoman 
for the Michigan FBI. "It's a 
very effective and affordable 
way for them to reach huge 
numbers of persons. It's a big, 
big problem as is just about 
every other kind of crime that 
has taken to the Internet. We're 
doing what we can" 
Apparently so. On an area of 
the Detroit Craigslist site that 
specializes in sexual services, 
someone has posted a warn- 
ing that makes it obvious law 
enforcement knows what's 
going on online. It lists a 313 
area code phone number with 
the notice: "Be careful its a 
sting operation ... My boy just 
got caught." 
That area on the Detroit edi- 
tion of Craigslist has more than 
700 posts offering sexual ser- 
vices. With so much activity, 
police can barely make a dent 
in the problem. 
"The Internet is a place where 
you can by and sell just about 
anything, and prostitution is 
widespread on it," says Oakland 
County (Mich.) Sheriff Michael 
Bouchard. "It's not high on our 
list of priorities because there 
is so much of it and we are 
concentrating on the ongoing 
and serious problem of child 
predators but when we do find 
it or get a complaint, we do 
take action." 
Women slowly becoming aware of 
heart disease - the 'silent killer' 
FRESNO, Calif. (MCT) — Vicki 
Westburgmade excuses for being 
tired and short of breath. She 
blamed long, stressful days on 
her job as a special education 
administrator for a weariness 
she couldn't shake. And she 
thought her labored breathing 
was due to asthma. 
When she woke gasping for 
breath on New Year's Eve a year 
ago and her husband rushed 
her to the hospital, Westburg, 
48, of Fresno, suspected an 
asthma attack. 
Instead, she was stunned: 
Tests showed congestive heart 
failure. "The left side of my 
heart was just not functioning," 
she said. 
Westburg is among 8 million 
women nationwide and more 
than 85,000 in California's San 
loaquin Valley diagnosed with 
heartdisease—and that doesn't 
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HEART DISEASE: Kept on her refrigerator is an important envelope containing emergency 
medical information for medical personnel if needed for Vicki Westburg. whose heart is failing 
include many others who don't 
even realize they have it. 
Heart disease is the No, 1 
killer of women in the United 
States, claiming the lives of 
more women each year than 
men. But in doctors' offices 
across the country, heart 
disease in women often goes 
undiagnosed. 
Their symptoms don't mirror 
those seen in men. and women 
tend not to recognize the warn- 
ing signs, doctors say. 
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CONFERENCE: New Jersey Gov. James E McGreevey addresses a news conference, as his 
wife. Ona katos McGreevey. middle, and his mother. Veronica McGreevey, right, listen, at the 
Statehouse in this Aug 12,2004 file photo in Trenton. N J 
Gay NJ. ex-governor 
says aide's threesome 
rumors are true 
By Anqtla Dellj Sinti 
The Associated Press 
TRENTON, N.|. — He says yes. 
She says no. He says yes. 
Former New Jersey Gov. Jim 
McGreevey said yesterday 
he and his wife and a male 
aide engaged in sexual three- 
somes, contradicting a denial 
issued hours earlier by his 
estranged wife. 
In an e-mail to The Associated 
Press, the nation's first openly 
gay governor said published 
reports by former campaign aide 
Teddy I'edersen were true. 
In interviews posted online 
Sunday night by The Star-Ledger 
of Newarkand the New York Post, 
Pedersen said he had consensual 
sex with the couple for about two 
years before McGreevey became 
governor. He said he had contact 
only with Dina Matos McGreevey 
duringthetrysts, and wasn't sure 
whether McGreevey was gay. 
In his statement, McGreevey 
said he and his estranged wife 
need to move forward for 
the sake of their 6-year-old 
daughter. 
"This happened, this hap- 
pened in the past, and now we 
need to move on with our lives," 
McGreevey. 50, said without 
being specific. 
His e-mail to The Associated 
Press came shortly after one 
from Matos McGreevey. She said 
Pedersen s claims of consensual 
three-way sex "are completely 
false and were prompted by lim 
McGreevey." 
"lim has had a close relation- 
ship with Pedersen since his 
days as mayor of Woodbridge, 
and arranged jobs for Pedersen 
from that time through his years 
as governor and beyond," said 
Matos McGreevey, 41. "They 
have continued their close rela- 
tionship since )im left office. 
This was obviously payback time 
for Pedersen." 
The McGreeveys are in the 
midstofanacrimoniousdivorce. 
She accuses him of hiding his 
homosexuality before and dur- 
ing their marriage and has sued 
for damages. He has said she 
should have known he was gay. 
Pedersen, 29, told the news- 
papers the threesomes went on 
for about two years during the 
McGreeveys' courtship and into 
their marriage. I le said the trysts 
ended when McGreevey was 
elected governor in 2001. 
Pedersen said he came for- 
ward because he was angry that 
Matos McGreevey was offering 
television commentary on the 
resignation of New York Gov. 
Lliot Spitzer, who stepped down 
last week amid a call-girl scan- 
dal. During her commentary. 
Matos McGreevey said she was 
blindsided when her husband 
announced his homosexuality. 
McGreevey resigned in 2004 
after acknowledging an affair 
with a male staffer who he 
said was trying to blackmail 
him. The ex-staffer said he 
was sexually harassed by the 
Democratic governor. 
The McGreeveys separat- 
ed shortly after McGreeveys 
nationally televised speech in 
which he declared himself "a 
gay American." 
NATION 
BRIEF 
Last of 7 bodies recovered 
from NYC crane collapse 
By Karen Matthews 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK - The last of seven bodies 
has been pulled from the rubble at the site of 
a crane collapse in Manhattan 
Six construction workers and a woman 
in town for St. Patrick's Day were killed 
Saturday when the crane broke away horn 
an apartment tower under construction and 
toppled like a tree onto buildings as far as a 
block away. The last three bodies were found 
yesterday. 
Officials say a preliminary investigation 
shows that the crane toppled when a steel 
collar used to tie it to the side of the building 
fell as workers attempted to install it. That 
damaged a lower steel collar that supported 
the crane. Investigators say that with the 
elimination of the lower support the counter- 
weights at the top of the crane's tower caused 
it to fall. 
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American Heart Association: Doctors should 
question patients about recent cocaine use 
By Jamie Stangla 
The Associated Press 
DALLAS— Younger ER patients 
with heart attack symptoms 
should be asked if they've 
recently used cocaine, which 
can cause similar chest pain, 
the American Heart Association 
warns doctors. 
For these patients, hon- 
esty can be a matter of life 
or death: Some heart attack 
treatments can be deadly to 
someone using cocaine. 
New guidelines published 
online yesterday in the 
American Heart Association 
journal Circulation say that 
emergency room doctors need 
to be aware that symptoms 
of a heart attack in younger 
patients with no heart disease 
risk factors may be caused by 
cocaine use. 
The drug can cause chest 
pain, shortness of breath, anxi- 
ety, palpitations, dizziness, 
nausea and heavy sweating — 
"The symptoms that they get with the 
cocaine are very similar to a heart attack. Your 
heart rate goes up because your heart needs 
more oxygen, then it shrinks the arteries." 
James McCotd \ Chair oi statement writing committee 
all symptoms of a heart attack. 
"Not knowing what you are 
dealing with and giving the 
wrong therapies could mean 
death rather than benefit," said 
Dr. lames Reiffel, professor of 
clinical medicine at Columbia 
University Medical Center/New 
York Presbyterian Hospital. 
The number of cocaine- 
related users visiting ERs rose 
47 percent from 1995 to 2002, 
increasing from 135,711 to 
199,198, according to the gov- 
ernment's Substance Abuse 
and Mental Health Services 
Administration. (That's a tiny 
percentage of the more than 
100 million patient visits to 
emergency rooms each year.) 
"The symptoms that they 
get with the cocaine are very 
similar to a heart attack," 
said Dr. lames McCord, 
who chaired the statement 
writing committee. 
Cocaine can cause a heart 
attack, but only about I per- 
cent to 6 percent of patients 
with cocaine-associated chest 
pain actually have a heart 
attack, the statement says. 
Still, doctors say it's important 
for anyone with chest pain to 
get it checked out. 
Cocaine increases blood 
pressure and the heart rate, 
constricting arteries into the 
heart, said McCord, cardiol 
Ogy director of the chest pain 
unit for the Henry lord Health 
System in Detroit. 
"Your heart rate goes up 
because your heart needs 
more oxygen, then it shrinks 
the arteries to the heart," 
McCord said. 
The statement says that since 
most cocaine-associated chest 
pain isn't a heart attack, such 
patients should be monitored 
instead of being admitted to the 
hospital. They would have an 
electrocardiogram and other 
tests to rule out a heart attack. 
"If you admit everyone to 
the hospital with chest pain, 
you use valuable resources," 
said Reiffel. 
Two typical heart attack 
treatments can be dangerous 
to those using cocaine: 
— Clot-busting drugs carry 
an extra risk of bleeding into 
the brain in patients whose 
blood pressure is high due to 
cocaine use. 
HIRING FOR SUMMER 
AND FALL 2008 
TUDE       J1, 
• Good Pay 
• Work at the Heart of the Campus 
• Build Your Resume 
• Great Facilities 
• Flexible Hours 
• Audio Visual Services 
• Building Services  . 
• Custodial Services 
• Information Center 
• Office Assistants 
Students seeking employment with the 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union will be 
required to attend an information session 
that will describe each position, pay rates, 
and expectations for working in the Student 
Union. The information session is the ONLY 
place that applications will be distributed... 
so tell your friends! 
Information Session: 
Tues, torch 25,9:15p.m. 
Brown-Thompson Student Union Ballroom A 
We look forward to seeing you there! 
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Suicide bomber in Baghdad kills 39, wounds 54 
By Qatsim Abdul-Zihra 
!>,-Assc   ,'.-.! :>;v.-. 
BAGHDAD — A female sui- 
cide bomber attacked a group 
of Shiitc worshippers near a 
mosque in Karbala yesterday, 
killing at least 39 people and 
wounding 54, officials said. 
The worshippers were gath- 
ered at a sacred historical site 
about half a mile from the Imam 
Hussein shrine, one of the holi- 
est sites for Shiites. 
Karim Khazim, the city's chief 
health official, said the 39 dead 
included seven Iranians. 
Police said the attacker was a 
woman but provided no other 
Immediate details. Karbala is 
located about 50 miles south 
of Baghdad. 
Police closed the area around 
the twin golden dome mosques 
and blocked all roads leading to 
the sites. The site includes tombs 
of Imam Hussein, the Prophet 
Muhammad's grandson who 
was killed in a seventh-century 
battle, and his half brother, also 
aShiitesaint. 
Ali Hassan, 30, a clothing 
merchant who was wounded in 
the blast, said he was standing 
near his stall "when I heard a big 
explosion and I felt strong fire 
throwing me in the air." 
"The only thing 1 know is 
there was a big explosion and I 
saw bodies flying in the air," said 
Hassan Khazim, 36, who was 
wounded in the face. "All the 
t ight seen r it y measu res designed 
to protect us were in vain." 
Separately, a roadside bomb 
killed two U.S. soldiers yes- 
terday as they were clearing 
a route north of Baghdad, the 
military said. 
The violence came as Vice 
President Dick Cheney and 
Arizona Sen. John McCain made 
overlapping visits to the capi- 
tal, touting recent security gains 
and promising to uphold a long- 
term military commitment to 
the country so long as al-Qaida 
in Iraq is not defeated. 
Explosions also struck earlier 
yesterday not far from Baghdad's 
heavily fortified Green Zone, 
shortly after Cheney arrived. 
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BAGHDAD: A suicide bomber attacked a group of woshippers at a mosque in Karbala 
China vows to protect territory from attacks 
By Audra Ang 
The Associated Press 
BEIJING — China accused 
Tibetan supporters of the Dalai 
I .iin.i of attacking its embassies 
around the world, vowing yester- 
day to protect its territory in the 
central government's first com- 
ments on violent protests against 
Chinese rule of Tibet. 
The statement came as more 
clashes erupted in other Chinese 
provinces and a midnight dead- 
line passed for protesters in 
Tibet's capital to su rrender or face 
harsh consequences. Residents 
of Lhasa feared a military sweep 
after midnight, the Washington- 
based International Campaign 
for Tibet said 
"The Chinese government will 
unwaveringly protect national 
sovereignty and territorial integ- 
rity." Foreign Ministry spokes- 
man Liu lianchao said. 
Protests that began in Tibet 
have spilled over to neighbor- 
ing provinces and even to the 
capital, Beijing, where students 
staged a sit-down demonstration 
yesterday. There have been sym- 
pathy protests around the world 
as well, many of them outside 
Chinese diplomatic missions. 
"Tibetan independence forc- 
es used violent acts to break 
through police cordons in foreign 
countries and break into Chinese 
embassies and consulates," Liu 
said. He called on international 
governments to increase security 
at its missions. 
He said the "atrocities of the 
Tibetan independence forces 
manifested ... the hypocrisy and 
deceit of its peace and non-vio- 
lence propaganda.'" a reference to 
supporters of the Dalai Lama. 
Thefiercestanti-Chinaprotests 
in Tibet in almost two decades 
have attracted more interna- 
tional scrutiny of the commu- 
nist government's human rights 
record inthe run-up tothe Beijing 
Summer Olympics, which China 
had hoped would boost its image 
in the world. 
Britain's Cabinet minister 
for Asian affairs warned that 
tough handling of the unrest 
in Tibet could undermine 
China's efforts. 
"This  is a  China  engaged 
with the world which is using 
the Olympics to demonstrate a 
new openness, and it risks all 
of that collapsing in on it if it is 
seen as being the enforcer of a 
crackdown on Tibetans," Mark 
Malloch-Brown told British 
Broadcasting Corp. television. 
Irrational protesters attacked 
U.N. courthouse in Kosovo 
BINODJOSH     AP PHOTO 
BEIJING: Dalai Lama accused ol attacking its embassies all around the world. China now 
pledges lo project its territories. 
By Radul Radovanovlc 
The Associated Press 
KOSOVSKA MITROVICA, 
Kosovo — International forces 
pulling Serb demonstrators from 
a U.N. courthouse were attacked 
yesterday by hundreds of furi- 
ous protesters who massed out- 
side, setting off an hours-long 
battle with rocks, grenades and 
live ammunition. 
U.N. and NATO forces 
responded with tear gas, stun 
grenades and gunshots. At least 
42 U.N. and NATO forces and 70 
protesters were wounded in the 
worst violence in Kosovo since 
its declaration of independence 
last month. 
The UN. police stormed the 
courthouse just before dawn 
to arrest dozens of Serbs who 
had occupied the U.N. building 
since Friday to protest Kosovo's 
declaration of independence 
from Serbia. 
Hundreds of Serbs sur- 
rounded the courthouse as the 
police tried to leave with the 
arrested demonstrators. Polish, 
Ukrainian and Bulgarian mem- 
bers of the U.N. force and NATO 
troops backing them up were 
pelted with rocks, Molotovcock- 
tails and hand grenades. Some 
demonstrators fired guns at the 
international forces. Witnesses 
said others surrounded and 
attacked three U.N. vehicles, 
pulling out and freeing about 
20 of the 53 protesters who had 
been arrested in the courthouse. 
The rest of the 53 were freed 
after questioning. 
At least one U.N. vehicle 
and one NATO truck were set 
ablaze. 
Danish military police said 
they exchanged fire with pro- 
testers as they helped evacuate 
wounded fellow officers. 
"The motorcade came 
under fire and fired back," 
Steen K. Nielsen, a spokes- 
man for Denmark's 300 troops 
in Kosovo. "No Danish troops 
were injured." 
The clashes ended by noon, 
but hundreds of U.N. police 
decided to pull out of northern 
Mitrovica after coming under 
small-arms fireln the Serb- 
controlled part of the city. The 
officers retreated, leaving NATO 
troops to try to restore order. 
Alexander Ivanko, spokesman 
for the U.N. mission in Kosovo, 
said U.N. staff in Kosovska 
Mitrovica "have been ordered to 
relocate" to the regional head- 
quarters in the southern part of 
the towa 
The town is divided between 
Kosovo's ethnic Albanian major- 
ity and the Serb minority, which 
fiercely opposed the declaration 
of independence and is furious 
over Western support for it. 
Machine-gun bursts could be 
heard until midday, although 
it was not clear who was fir- 
ing. NATO helicopters hovered 
above the town. 
The protesters have been try- 
ing to take control of local insti- 
tutions that have been run by 
the UN. since the end of the war 
in Kosovo in 1999. Crowds had 
gathered daily at the courthouse 
to prevent international and 
ethnic Albanian judges from 
returning to work there. 
NATO and the U.N. con- 
demned "lethal violence, 
including direct fire by a mob." 
Serbian President Boris Tadic 
accused the international forces 
in Kosovo of "using excessive 
force," and warned of "escala- 
tion of clashes in the entire terri- 
tory" of Kosovo. 
U.N. Secretary-General Ban 
Ki-moon pledged that the U.N. 
will continue "to take mea- 
sures required to implement 
its mandate," to administer 
Kosovo, spokeswoman Michele 
Montassaid. 
Ban "deplores the violent 
attacks" against U.N. person- 
nel" and "urges all commu- 
nities to exercise calm and 
restraint," she said. 
Serbia's Prime Minister 
Vojislav Kostunica said consul- 
tations were under way with airy 
Russia to plot a joint response. He 
urged the U.N. Security Council 
to take "necessary steps" to 
restore security in Kosovo. 
Tadic urged the U.N. and 
NATO to refrain from using force 
and called on the Serbs not to 
provoke the international forces. 
The European Union expressed 
concern about the violence and 
called for restraint. 
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SIDELINES 
BG baseball bests Murray State over weekend 
BASEBALL 
Today's game 
at Wright 
State canceled 
Due to poor field conditions, 
today's BG baseball game 
at Wright State has been 
canceled. No make-up 
date has been announced. 
BG's home-opener against 
Cleveland State tomorrow 
is also in danger or 
being re-scheduled. 
SOFTBALL 
BG's early-season 
losing skid 
continues 
The BG softball team played 
five games over the weekend 
at Stetson University in 
Florida and dropped all five. 
Their current record on the 
young season is 0-14. 
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ONLINE 
The BG News 
Sports Blog 
Log on to The BG News 
Sports Blog to get updates 
and info on all of your favorite 
BG teams. 
http://www.bgnews$ports. 
bl09spot.com 
OUR CALL 
Today in 
Sports History 
1995-Michael Jordan 
announces he's coming out 
of retirement. 
1991—Mike Tyson 
beats Razor Ruddock in 
seven rounds. 
1981—The Buffalo Sabres 
score nine goals in one period 
against Toronto. 
The List 
The Houston Rockets are on 
fire right now. but there have 
been some pretty impressive 
streaks in other sports, too. 
Along with Houston, we're 
listing the coolest winning 
streaks of the year. 
1. Houston Rockets: 
They've rattled off 22 wins in 
a row without Yao Ming. 
2. New England 
Patriots: Until losing 
the Super Bowl, they won 18 
games in a row. 
3. Colorado Rockies: 
They won 21 straight games 
en route to the World Series. 
4. Portland Trail 
Blazers: Earlier this 
season, they won 13 in a row. 
5. Tiger Woods: Hes 
won all of his last five PGA 
Tour events. 
STEPPING UP: BG second baseman Logan 
Meisler (above) had a game-lying hit Saturday 
By Nate Panont 
Reporter 
After splitting the first two games 
of a three-game stint at Murray 
State this weekend, the BG base- 
ball team won the third game 7-6 
in extra innings. 
Needing two nins in the top of 
the seventh in game two of the 
doubleheader Sunday afternoon 
to even have a chance, the Falcons 
got just that. 
After third baseman Derek 
Spencer scored on a wild pilch, 
second baseman Logan Meisler 
singled in the tying run with 
two outs. 
After shutting down MSU in the 
bottom half of the seventh, FIG 
scored what would be the even- 
tual game-winning runs in the top 
of the eighth. 
With the bases loaded after 
catcher Ryan Schlater's single, 
an intentional walk to shortstop 
Ryan Shay and a single by right 
"I thought we swung the bats very, very 
well," Schmitz said. "I thought our guys 
were very disciplined with their 
left-handed pitcher." 
Danny Schmitz | BG baseball coach 
fielder Andrew Foster, Spencer 
hit a sacrifice fly to right field, 
scoring Schlater. First baseman 
Frank Berry followed that with a 
single, scoring Shay and giving 
BG a 7-5 lead. 
MSU cut the lead to one after a 
double and single off BG's Charles 
Wboten. With two outs and the 
bases loaded, Brett Browning 
came in for Woolen and recorded 
the save (1) as he got MSU's Kyle 
Tieman to groundout to second. 
"There's no doubt about it," said 
coach Danny Schmitz. "Anytime 
you can come from behind, espe- 
cially on the road, that's big" 
Dusty Hawk (1-1) picked up 
the win for the Falcons, going 3.1 
innings and giving up one run on 
three hits and striking out five. He 
came in for Brian llangbers, who 
started the game and went 3.2 
innings, giving up four runs on 
six hits. 
Shay led BG, going 3-for-4 with 
one RBI. For the weekend, Shay 
batted .818 as he went 9-for-ll 
with three RBIs. 
MSU's Chris Craycraft (2-0) 
was the story in game one as he 
pitched a complete game, limiting 
BG to only two runs on six hits. 
"You  got  to  give   ICraycraftl 
credit," Schmitz said. "He had 
command of his three pitches 
— fastball, breaking pitch and a 
change-up. I le kept the ball down 
and had gtxxi movement on his 
pitches, which forced a number of 
ground balls." 
BG started the scoring with one- 
run in the fourth after an RBI triple 
from right fielder Mark Galviti. 
The Falcons added another run 
in the fifth to lake a 2-0 lead, but 
the lead wouldn't last long, as MSU 
put up six runs on five hits and two 
emirs in the bottom of the fifth. 
Shay and Galvin led the Falcons 
with two hits and one RBI apiece. 
Starter Kevin leady (1-1) look 
the loss for the Falcons. I le pitched 
four innings, giving up five runs 
(three earned) on eight hits, while 
striking out five. 
BG's offense was the story of 
the game on Saturday as il scored 
BASEBALL 
AP releases final Top 25 
ON TOP OF THE WORLD: Head coach Roy Williams (centei) and the North Carolina Tat Heels finished the season as the top leam in the country, according to The Associated Press. STEVE HELBER 
GETTING DOWN: Even Memphis' mascot had lo dance after the No 2 Tigers won the 
Tigers won the Conlerence USA Tournament. 
WHOLE LOTTA LOVE: Freshman Kevin 
Love helped UCLA get to No. 3 in the country 
PUMPED: Kansas Finished No 4 and 
got a No. I seed in the NCAA Tourney 
ByJimOConn.ll 
The Associated Press 
North Carolina, the overall No. 1 
seed for the NCAA tournament, 
finished No. 1 yesterday in The 
Associated Press' final poll of 
the season. 
It was the sixth time, and first 
since 1998, the Tar Heels (32- 
2) led the final rankings. UCLA 
and Kentucky have finished No. 
1 in the final poll eight times and 
Duke has done it seven. Ohio 
State was No. 1 in the final poll 
last season and the Buckeyes 
went on to lose to Florida in the 
championship game. 
North Carolina, the Atlantic 
Coast Conference regular-sea- 
son and tournament champi- 
ons, was No. 1 for the last three 
weeks of the season and for a 
total of 14 weeks, including the 
preseason poll. 
The only others to reach No. 
1 this season were Memphis for 
five weeks (three unanimous) 
and Tennessee for one week. 
A record 49 schools were 
ranked this season, one more 
than in 1992-93. The poll start- 
ed in the 1948-49 season and 
expanded to its current 25-team 
format in 1989-90. 
North Carolina received 53 
first-place votesand 1,779 points 
from the 72-member national 
media panel. 
Memphis, UCLA and Kansas, 
the other No. 1 seeds in the 
NCAA tournament, were sec- 
ond through fourth and were 
the only other schools to receive 
first-place votes. 
Memphis (33-1), the 
Conference USA regular-season 
and tournament champions, 
was No. 1 on 13 ballots and had 
1,710 points. UCLA (31-3). which 
swept the Pac-10 titles, had five 
first-place votes and Kansas 
(31-3), which shared the Big 12 
regular-season title with Texas 
and then beat the Longhorns in 
the tournament championship 
game, was No. 1 on one ballot. 
Tennessee was fifth after 
changing places with Kansas 
from last weekandthetoplOwas 
I 
completed by Wisconsin, Texas, 
Georgetown Duke and Stanford. 
Butler was 11th, followed by 
Xavier, Louisville, Drake, Notre 
Dame, Connecticut, Pittsburgh, 
Michigan State, Vanderbilt 
and Purdue. 
The last five ranked teams 
were Washington State, 
Clemson, Davidson, Gonzaga 
and Marquette. 
Clemson (24-9) moved back 
into the poll after being out for 
one week following its win over 
Duke in the ACC semifinals and 
a loss to North Carolina in the 
title game. 
Indiana (25-7) fell out of the 
poll for the first time this season. 
The Hoosiers. who were 22nd 
ROUNDING IT OUT: Tennessee fin 
ished the season as the AP's No. 5 leam. 
last week, lost to Minnesota in 
the quarterfinals of the Big Ten 
tournament, their third loss in 
the last four games. 
Ten schools were ranked in 
every poll this season, with 
NorthCarolina.UCLA.Memphis 
and Kansas spending the entire 
season ranked eighth or higher. 
The others ranked all season 
were Georgetown, Tennessee, 
Michigan State, Washington 
State, Duke and Texas. 
Indiana.ButlerandMarquette 
were ranked for all but one week. 
Kentucky, Syracuse, Virginia 
and Kent State were this sea- 
son's one-week wonders mak- 
ing just a lone appearance in 
the Top 25. 
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Final women's Top 25 poll released by AP 
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TROUBLE DOWN SOUTH: I he BG Softball team's early-season struggles continued over the weekend, where they lost all five games ol 
. ' i jrnament During Friday's game against Elon. Emily Gouge (above) had two hits. 
Falcons lose five games at Stetson 
By Andr«w Homer 
Reporter 
The IK. softball team (0-14) 
dropped five games at the stetsi in 
University [bumamentinDeland, 
I la., this past weekend. 
On Friday, BGtookan early lead 
on l.kin by storing two runs in 
the Mist innings. Inn BG allowed 
,i IK itne run in the third and three 
hits in the fourth to lie the game 
,11 two. 
Alter allowing two more 
runs in the sixth, the Falcons 
hail some hope in the bottom 
ol the seventh. 
Dawnjene Del-ong scored on 
an Allison Vallas double, but 
Vallas was stranded on second as 
I Ion took I he game 4-3. 
In game two on Friday, Stetson 
allowed one hit to four different 
Falcons in a 5-0 loss. 
On Saturday, BG again played 
a doubleheader against Cornell 
and Iowa. 
In game one, si\ hits, including 
three doubles, weren't enough as 
the Falcons fell behind early and 
(brneD put up six runs in the first 
two innings, and finishing the 
game with 7-0 win. 
F.mily Gouge- and Zada Lines 
both had two hits and Del.ong 
extended her hitting streak to 
four games. 
Against Iowa, the Falcons fell 
Ix'hind III in the first after a pair 
of singles. Iowa then added a 
home run in the fourth. 
I layley Wiemer led the Falcons 
with two hits in the game, hut 
the team only added three more 
and didn't cross the plate as they 
fell 2-0. 
BG got a home run from 
Vallas against Michigan State, 
but it wasn't enough to over- 
come MSU's six early runs as 
li<; fell fi-2. 
BG will be back in action next 
weekend at Ohio State for the 
Buckeye Invitational. 
By Doug Fvinbcrg 
The Associated Press 
Connecticut entered the wom- 
en's NCAA tournament at No. 1 
yesterday — the seventh time 
UConn finished with the top 
ranking, but the first time since 
200.1 
The Huskies, which began 
the season at No. 2, led the 
final Associated Press poll with 
49 of 50 first-place votes from 
a national media panel. North 
Carolina drew the other first- 
place vote. 
Connecticut was ranked first 
in 12 of the final 13 weeks with 
the only blemish coming when 
the 1 luskies lost at Bulgers. The 
I luskies won the Big Fast tour- 
nament on Tuesday, knocking 
offNo.23I.ouisville65-59. 
Thetopseven teams remained 
the same with most finishing up 
their conference tournaments 
earlyin the week. NorthCarolina. 
Tennessee, Stanford, Maryland, 
I.SII and Rutgers followed the 
1 luskies. UConn North Carolina. 
Tennessee, Stanford, Maryland 
and Bulgers were all ranked in 
the Top 10 for the entire season, 
Texas A&M leaped into eighth 
after winning its first Big 12 
tournament championship on 
Saturday It's the highest ranking 
eve tin the Aggies. 
"Our final national ranking is 
an accumulation of three years 
of hard work. We are finally liv- 
ing up to the eliteness that peo- 
ple have expected of us all year," 
Texas A&M coach Gary Blair 
said. "The difference now is thai 
we are expecling il of ourselves. 
I am excited for our program 
•, Referral Award Bonuses!!! • Request Maintenance On-Line! • High Speed Internet Included! • Pay Rent On-Line! • Friendly Staff! 
«-Y0UR TICKET^ 
TO A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE! 
WINTHROP &SCIMMIT TERRACE 
.COMING SOON: BY AUGUST 2008 
Kitchen Cabinets w/built 
in Dishwasher, and microwaves 
STOP BY AND SEE US 
Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd. Hours: M thru Th. 8-6, Fri 8-5 
Sat. 10-2 & Sun 12-3 
419-352-9135 
winfnT0p@giTdciiich.com 
NO   APPOINTMENTS   NECESSARY!!! 
2 Pools!!! • Private Shuttle to & from Campus! • Furnished or Unfurnished Units Available • All & All, Just a Really Nice Place to Live!!! - 
LOOKING FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT? 
Summer Job, Fair 
flflS®® @n0u0n ° ©S®@ [o)aOijDo 
•Get a head start on summer job opportunities • Meet with employers 
•Summer jobs and Internships throughout Ohio and Midwest 
•Business casual attire recommended • Bring copies of your resume 
ORGANIZATIONS ATTENDING 
577 Foundation (The) 
Achievement Centers for Children's Camp Cheerful 
AHRC NYC 
Akron Area YHCA Camping Services 
Andersons, Inc., (The) - Retail Division 
Ariel Corporation 
Asbury Camp and Retreat Center 
Belmont Country Club 
BGSU Academy of Human Resource Development 
BGSU Dining Services 
BGSU Office of Pre College Services/Upward Bound 
BGSU Recreational Sports, Perry Field House 
BGSU Springboard 
BGSU Student Technology Center 
BGSU University Bookstore 
Boardwalk (The) 
Bradford Woods Indiana University's Outdoor Center 
Camp Courageous 
Camp Linden, Huron Valley Girl Scout Council 
Camp Wayne 
Catawba Island Club 
Cedar Point Amusement Park 
Clear Channel 
College Pro Painters 
Corrigan Moving Systems 
CY0 Camp Christopher 
DayHark Safety Systems 
Dillard's Department Stores 
Event Imaging Solutions 
Fastenal Company 
FedEi Ground 
Findley Davies 
Fortney & Weygandt, Inc. 
Giant Eagle,Inc. 
Girl Scouts of Western Ohio-Camp Libbey 
Interlochen Center for the Arts 
Island Resorts, Inc. 
Islander Golf A Islander Grille Restaurant & Bar 
lobSolutions of Wood County 
Kaman's Art Shoppes, Inc. 
Karlsberger Companies 
lakeside Association (The) 
Lorain County Domestic Relations Court 
Metroparks of the Toledo Area 
Nuhop Center for Experiential Learning/Camp Nuhop 
Plastipak Packaging, Inc. 
Plumbline Solutions, Inc. 
Recreation Unlimited 
Sandridge Food Corporation 
Sandusky County Dept. of Job and Family Services 
Sherwin-Williams Company (The) 
Stoiber Enterprises 
Stone Ridge Golf Club 
Texas Migrant Council Inc. 
Toledo Lasik Center 
U.S. Army Recruiting 
Verizon Wireless 
Widewater Retreat and Ministry Center 
Wood Haven Health Care 
YMCA Camp Campbell Gard 
YMCA Camp Kern 
YMCA Camp Willson 
BGSU 
LEADING THE WAY: UCONN was voted 
No 1 in the AP's final women's poll yesterday 
and hopefully, we have made 
this next step. 
"A lot of teams arc ranked in 
November, but they disappear in 
February and March. Teams win 
in March when they have very 
good senior leadership and they 
are happy, healthy and hungry. 
We are all of the three." 
Duke and California rounded 
out the first 10. It'sthelOthstraighl 
season that the Blue Devils fin- 
ished the year in the Top 10. 
Old Dominion moved up three 
places lo No. 11 after winning 
the Colonial Athletic Association 
tournament this weekend. The 
lady Monarchs were followed 
by Baylor, Oklahoma Slate, 
Oklahoma and Noire Dame. 
Oklahoma Slate moved up five 
spots after coming in second in 
the Big 12 tournament. 
The Irish were followed by 
Kansas Stale, West Virginia, 
Utah, Louisville and George 
Washington. Louisville moved 
up four spots to No. 19 after 
finishing second in the Big 
East tournament. 
Vanderbill, Marist, UTEP, 
Virginia, and Ohio Stale rounded 
out the Top 25. 
AlBEHRMAN     »P PHOTO 
DEALING: :\<\!s starter Johnny Cueto pitched four innings and was credited with a win 
against the Detroit Tigers yesterday afternoon Cueto struck out four batters 
Cueto, Reds top Tigers in 
spring training match-up 
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) — Rookie 
Johnny Cueto had a tough first 
inning yesterday, but wound 
up with a solid four innings 
against the Detroit Tigers in a 
5-3 Cincinnati Reds' victory. 
Cueto took another step 
toward earning a spot in (he 
Reds' rotation with another 
impressive exhibition-game 
performance, after game-open- 
ing bloop singles by Edgar 
Renteria and Placido Polanco 
led to a 2-0 Detroit lead. 
Cueto shut the Tigers out over 
the next three innings, finishing 
with four strikeouts and allow- 
ing only the two hits and two 
runs in his four-inning stint. 
"He seemed unfazed. He han- 
dled it likea veteran," Cincinnati 
manager Dusty Baker said. "He 
used damage control. Real 
good pitchers keep you in 
the game when ihey get into 
trouble early." 
Baker's not ready lo award 
the 22-year-old right-hander a 
starling job just yet. 
"I don't want him lo think 
he's got it." Baker said, adding 
that the Tigers' manager, Jim 
Leyland, said he'd be glad to 
take Cueto off his hands. 
"Thai's one of the best-look- 
ing young pitchers I've seen all 
spring," Leyland said. "I don't 
know anything about him, bul 
he's got talent. Unfortunately, 
he plays for the other team." 
Veteran lefty Kenny Rogers 
pitched five innings for Detroit, 
allowing two runs on six hits 
and striking out one. 
The 1978 BGSU homecoming theme was: 
a. whammy miami" 
b. "yell like hell" 
c. "web the spiders" 
d. "matriculate miami" 
Career Center 
JOB LOCATION H DEVELOPMENT 
wtAfw.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/career 
_||ei| d^|| ||dA_ q JiMsue 
Check out The BG News Facebook page Friday 
Answer all five questions for your chance 
to win prizes and recognition! 
Each issue has a question and answer for Friday s quiz. 
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Coppin State becomes the first losing 
team to ever make NCAA Tournament 
PEHLAN M EBENHACK ! AP PHOTO 
THE MAN: Tiger Woods has a sii-monih winning streak going. He won his filth straight PGA tournament of the season Sunday. 
iger looking invincible after Bay Hill win 
By Doug Ferguson 
The Associated Press 
DORA!.. Ha. - The outcome 
has never been more inevitable. 
Tiger Woods has never looked 
so invincible. 
The world's No. 1 golfer faced 
a 25-foot birdie putl on the final 
hole at Bay Hill, and the moment 
he settled over the ball and the 
crowd grew quiet, it no longer 
mattered that Woods had not 
made a putt this long all week. 
This one was for the win. 
For most players, making 
such a clutch putt would be a 
career highlight. For Woods, it's 
more like a summer rerun. 
"You know what he's going to 
do, right?'' Arnold Palmer whis- 
pered to those around him right 
before Woods rapped his putt 
down the slope and watched 
it turn sharply to the right 
and tumble into the cup for a 
one-shot victory. 
For Woods, it is the ultimate 
thrill. 
"It's knowing that you have an 
opportunity to end the tourna- 
ment, and it's in your hands," he 
said. "Whether you do it or not 
remains to be seen. It's like hav- 
ing the ball with a few seconds 
to go. Do you want it or not want 
it? 1 would much rather have it in 
my hands." 
lately, it has been nothing 
but net. 
The Florida Swing long has 
been known as the road to the 
Masters, which is three weeks 
away. Woods already has his 
game at warp speed, and he's 
lapping the field. His victory 
Sunday in the Arnold Palmer 
Invitational was his fifth in a 
row on the PGA Tour and his 
sixth straight worldwide, a 
streak that spans six months 
and is the longest overall of his 
incomparable career. When he 
won seven straight tour events in 
2006-2007, second only to liyron 
Nelson's 11 in 1945, Woods lost 
three times overseas. 
Now, even the purists must 
wonder if Woods can go an 
entire season without losing. 
"It's unbelievable, isn't it?" 
Steve Strieker said yesterday. 
"You think that one of these 
limes, he's not going to get it 
done. But he continues to do it. 
And now you expect it. You just 
learn witb him that nothing is 
unexpected." 
Woods' latest victim was Bart 
Bryant, who did everything right 
and never felt so helpless. 
Bryant twice made birdie to 
tie Woods for the lead, shot a 
67 in stifling heat and waited 
in the scoring trailer to see if 
Woods could beat him. There 
was no television in the trailer, 
and Bryant didn't need one. 
lie heard a roar that rattled 
the trailer, and Bryant forced 
a smile and slowly shook 
his head. 
"That's why he's Tiger Woods," 
he said. 
By James Hannah 
The Associated Press 
DAYTON — At one point this 
season, Coppin State lost 17 of 18 
games and was 4-19. The Eagles 
are the first team to get into the 
NCAA tournament with 20 loss- 
es, eclipsing the 19 losses posted 
by Bradley in 1954-55. 
But it's not the losses that are 
catching the eye of the Bagles' 
opponents in Tuesday's play-in 
game; it's that they won 12 of 
the final 13 games and captured 
the Mid-Eastern Conference 
championship that made them 
eligible for the tournament. 
"We're definitely not looking at 
theirrecord to sec how good they 
are," Mount St. Mary's coach 
Milan Brown said. "They're 
going to be a tough test." 
Coppin State, from Baltimore, 
won the conference champi- 
onship by Morgan State 62-60. 
Mount St. Mary's (18-14), from 
Emmitsburg, Md., won the 
Northeast Conference tourna- 
ment, beating Sacred Heart 
68-55. 
Coppin  State coach   Ron 
Mitchell   said    the   season 
KARIDEBIAKER    APPHOtO 
DANCING: Coppin State lost 20 games 
but still earned an NCAA Tournament bid 
began   to   turn   when   the 
seniors took a greater leader- 
ship role and younger players 
got game experience. 
"We had to mix that together, 
and it tooksome time." he said. 
Coppin State is led by senior 
point guard Tywain McKce, 
who is averaging 16.6 points 
a game and made the floater 
in the lane with two seconds 
remaining that lifted the Eagles 
over Morgan Slate. 
"He has the possibility of 
being the best player on the 
floor tomorrow night," Brown 
said. "We're going to have to 
make him takea lot of contested 
shots, tough shots." 
Mitchell said his team will have 
to be worried about the perimeter 
play of Mount St. Mary's guards 
Jeremy (ioode and Chris V'ann. 
(i(H)de averages 11.3 points a 
game and 5.5 assists and Vann 
averages 144 points. 
The Mountaineers are making 
their third NCAA tournament 
appearance and first since 1999. 
Coppin Slate is making ils fourth 
appearance and first since 1997. 
Mount St. Mary's is34)against 
Coppin Slate, but the two teams 
haven't met since 198-1. The win 
nerol luesday/splay-ingarnewUI 
face top-seed and No. 1-rankcd 
North Carolina In the east region 
al in Raleigh. N.C. 
BASEBALL 
From Page 9 
14 ntns on a season-high tying 
16 hits. 
After scoring two runs in the 
first and another in the second, 
BG fell behind 4-3 after MSI I put 
up four runs in the bottom of 
the second. 
The Falcons responded with 
a nine-nin third inning, leading 
to a 12-4 lead, which they never 
looked back from. 
To go along with his RBI in the 
first Spencer added three more in 
the third on a triple to right center. 
He led the Falcons, going 1 -for-5 
with a game-high five Kills. 
Meisler, Schlater, Shay and 
Foster also collected Kills in the 
top of the third for BG. 
Shay led the Falcons in hits , 
going 4-fbr-S with an RBI, while 
Meisler added three hits and 
two RBIs. 
MSU answered with two runs 
in the bottom of the third, bin lit, 
responded with two more ntns in 
the top of the fourth to takea 14-6 
lead. MSU added one more mil 
in die ninth. 
Cetting the win for the Falcons 
was Nick Cantrell (2-21. He came 
in for starter Kevin light and 
pitched six innings, giving up 
two unearned runs on three hits, 
while striking out six. 
MM Is Jake Donze (1-1] didn'i 
have a good day on the mound, 
as he gave up 10 runs on seven 
hils to Falcon bats in only 2.1 
innings of work. 
I thought we swung the bats 
very, very well," Schmitz said I 
thought run guys were very dis- 
ciplined with their left-handed 
pitcher. We forced |l)onze| to 
bring the ball up in the zone and 
we gave  ourselves  some  wry 
quality ai-bats." 
The Falcons' next game — a 
6:30 tilt at Wright Stale loniglit 
— has been canceled due to poor 
playing conditions. I lie game 
has yet to be rescheduled. 
3 Bedroom Duplexes Newlove Rentals 332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
www.newloverentals.com 
• 315 S. Main - $625 
• 317 S. Main - $520 
• 343 S. Main - $805 
• 532 Elm St. it A and B - $945 
Last Chance Senior Portraits! 
Today and Tomorrow! 
• ^r Portrait 
taken at 
The Black , 
Swamp ** 
to the Student 
Union 
A free portrait session automatically gets your photo in the 
2008 KEY Yearbook Senior Section. 
And you'll receive four poses to select prints from, too! 
Make an appointment online at www.MySeniorPortrait.com or walk-ins accepted. 
I 
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2008 NCAA Division I Men's Basketball Championship 
S.H ft R™»<l 
Bowling Green • (419) 353-2444 
1087 S. Main Street 
Next to Pizza Hut w 
Mon. - Frl. 8:00am - 6:00pm • Sat. 8:00am - 4:00pm      Haft 
www.tirffy.com 
1045 N.Main7B 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
419-353-5800 
Management Inc. www.meccabg.com 
Student Housing 
meccabg.com 
MAKE A SLAM DUNK 
RECYCLE! 
Books 
Junk Mail 
Mixed Office Paper 
Newspaper 
Phone Books 
Cardboard 
Plastic Bottles 
24 HOUR DROP OFF 
I 
Steel Cans 
iC?||L 
Aluminum Foil 
Scrap Metal 
Green-Bar Computer 
Paper 
bowling green 
r«cj 
N. College Drive 
wwwJxjrecytl- 
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2008 NCAA Division I Women's Basketball Championship 
MMf SoaMaak N..IKHMI s, tmmtt    NfnUi 
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP 
TAMPA 
NATIONAL   CHAMPION 
WIN! 
THESE GREAT PRIZES! 
GRAND  PRIZE 
5 Free Large 1 Topping Papa John's pizzas 
(Value $59.95) 
SECOND  PRIZE 
BGSU Sweatshirt from the University Bookstore 
Value $40.00 each) 
THIRD  PRIZE 
Subway 3 Foot Party Sub 
(Value $39.00) 
FOURTH  PRIZE 
$20 gift certificate to Main Street Bowling Green 
WIN! 
Turn your entry into the BG News Sports 
Department at 210 West Hall by noon on Thursday. 
Make sure to include your name & phone number, 
so we can call you if you win! 
To enter the BG News \( \.\Tournament I'ickVm Contest 
simply pick the teams you think will advance in the first round. 
A correctly picked game in the first round will get you a point, 
followed by two points in the second round, four in the third round, etc... 
Choosing the coned winner will get you 32 points. In the event of a tie. those in 
contention will he contacted prior to the chmpionship game to make a guess at 
the combined score of the teams. 
Compliments of: 
I'risbee golf disc 
($20 Value) 
BOWUNl 
GREEN 
$20 gift certificate 
W: 
i free I topping pizzas 
(2 winners) 
($49.95 Value Each) 
3 foot party sub 
(2 winners) 
($39.95 Value Each) 
V   E   R   S 
bookstore 
.BGSU sweatshirt 
(2 winners) 
($40.00 Value Each) 
WAL-MART 
OFFERING ALL OF YOUR 
PARTY NEEDS! 
cs OPEN 24 HOURS 3 
131 Wist Gypsy Lane  • (419) 352-3776 
keye St 
u Fr* 
^re/ess 
Studio apartments available! 
Summer, semester, or year leases • Stove, fridge, microwave, 25" TV 
Low as $425 per month ■ Full cable w/HBO - $20/month 
Includes all utilities ' Outdoor pool use 
Laundry facilities * Fully furnished 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
419-352-1520 
"w. buckeyinnandstudios.com 
High Speed Internet 
Private Bathrooms 
Private Shuttle 
Clubhouse 
Experience 
College Life 
in Luxury 
FILLING UP FAST! 
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Supreme Court to weigh 
consequences of airing 
obscenity on television 
By Michael Doyle 
MCI 
WASHINGTON ["he Supreme 
Court will again be weighing 
political punishment lor dirty 
words, this time involving 
undeleted expletives exuber- 
antly uttered by the singers 
Hono and Cher. 
Yesterday, In a nod to the 
Bush administration, the 
high court agreed to consider 
whether broadcasters can be 
disciplined for airing "fleet- 
ing" obscenities. The vividly 
rendered first Amendment 
conflict becomes the lat- 
est case pining free speech 
rights against govern- 
ment efforts to protect 
innocent ears. 
"A particularly graphic 
utterance can serve as a first 
blow that can cause inline 
diate damage," Solicitor 
General Paul Clement argued 
in a legal brief. 
I he Bush administra 
lion    supports    a    Federal 
Communications Commission 
rule imposed alter Bono and 
Cher swore briefly in separate 
live television appearances. 
Broadcasters say they should 
not face discipline for obsceni- 
ties uttered in passing. 
In lanuary 2003, during 
NBC's live broadcast of the 
Golden Globe Awards, Bono of 
"I've also had critics for the past 40 years 
saying that I was on my way out every 
year. Right. So [F-word] 'em. I still have 
a job and they don't." 
Chei. al- Hoard Music Awards 
the Irish rock group 1)2 accept- 
ed the Best Original Song 
award by declaring, "This is 
really, really [expletive] bril- 
liant. Really, really great." 
FCC regulators initially 
determined that Bono's use 
of what officials discretely 
termed "the F-word" was not 
indecent because the singer 
briefly used it as an adjective 
in conveying enthusiasm. 
The politically appointed 
FCC commissioners thought 
otherwise, concluding that 
the "core meaning" of the 
word associated with sexu- 
al intercourse was patent- 
ly offensive even if used 
only briefly. 
In a related episode, Fox 
Television aired the 2002 
Billboard Music Awards in 
which Cher received an art- 
ist achievement award. The 
gratified singer and high 
school dropout from Fresno, 
Calif., originally known as 
Cberliyn Sarkisian, took the 
occasion  to  denounce  her 
many naysayers. 
"I've also had critics for 
the past 40 years saying that 
I was on my way out every 
year," Cher declared. "Right. 
So |F-word| 'em. I still have a 
job and they don't." 
For several decades, the 
I•'( )('. held enforcement actions 
woidd not be pursued against 
isolated expletives. 
The prior policy had 
been roughly since a 1978 
Supreme Court case involv- 
ing comedian George Carlin 
and bis incantation of seven 
dirty words. This tradition- 
al leniency toward fleet- 
ing obscenity was reversed 
FCC commissioners. 
Because the swearing epi- 
sodes were brief, the FCC] did 
not impose financial penal- 
ties in either the Cher or Bono 
case. The rulings, though, put 
broadcasters on notice that 
stricter rules were in force, 
raising the possibility that 
future swear words might 
bring financial pain. 
We've got your next place! 
Apartments Available for Rent for 2008-2009 
SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE 
May 17,2008 to August 9, 2008 
EFFICIENCIES 
451 THURSTIN AVENUE 
Across the street from Otfenhauer. 
Furnished etliciency apartments with full bath 
Assigned parking and laundry in the building 
One Person Occupancy Only 
School Year - S395.00 per month 
One Year - S370.00 per month 
PETS ALLOWED 
with a S300.00 nonrefundable pet 
deposit at these buildings: 
517 E.Reed 
403 High Street 
825 Third Street 
802 Sixth Street 
831 Seventh Street 
640 Eighth Street 
841 Eighth Street 
725 Ninth Street 
733, 755, 777 Manville 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
Rates shown for One Person Occupancy. Two Person Rates Available. 
517 E. REED STREET- At Thurstin. 
Furn. Or Unlurn One Bdrm, One Bath 
School year - S465.00 per month. 
One year - $400.00 per month. 
707-727 THIRD STREET 
Furn. Or Unlurn One Bdrm, One Bath. 
School year - $395.00 per month. 
One year - S350.00 per month. 
825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed! 
Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath. 
School year - $465.00 per month. 
One year - $410.00 per month 
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE 
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath 
School year - S385.00 per month. 
One year - $350.00 per month. 
720 SECOND STREET 
Furn. Or Unfurn One Bdrm, One Bath 
School year - $410.00 per month. 
One year - $360.00 per month. 
810-815 FOURTH STREET 
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath. 
School year - $435.00 per month. 
One year - $370.00 per month. 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
Rates shown for Two Person Occupancy. One to Three Person Rates Available. 
505 CLOUGH STREET- Behind Kinko's 
Furn Or Unfurn. One Bath & Extra Vanity. 
School year - S630.00 per month. 
One year - $530 00 per month. 
402 HIGH STREET 
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath. 
School year - S590.00 per month. 
One year - $490.00 per month. 
701 FOURTH STREET 
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath W/ Vanity in Bdrms. 
School year - $620.00 per month. 
One year - $520.00 per month. 
810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH or 
818 SEVENTH STREET 
Furn. Or Unfurn One Bath & Hall Vanity. 
School year - $565.00 per month. 
One year - $475.00 per month. 
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE 
Unfurnished. I'' baths, dishwasher. 
School year - $630.00 per month 
One year - $530.00 per month. 
521 E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer. 
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath. 
School year - $655.00 per month. 
One year - $565.00 per month. 
835 FOURTH STREET 
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two bedrooms. 
School year - $590.00 per month. 
One year - $490.00 per month. 
840-850 SIXTH STREET 
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two full baths. 
School year - $650.00 per month. 
One year - $540.00 per month. 
831 SEVENTH STREET 
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity. 
School year - $560.00 per month. 
One year - $485.00 per month 
FOREST APARTMENT Napoleon 
at S. College. 
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath, hall vanity. 
School year - $555.00 per month. 
One year - $475 00 per month. 
WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2008-2009 
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit. 
-.-JOHN  
NEWLOVE 
fflHHHHHH 
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green. OH 
(Located Across From Taco Beii) 
Rental Office 419-354-2260 
Hours Mon. - Fri. 8:30-5:30 
Sat 8:30-5:00 
www.johnnevvloverealestale com 
Fed prepares for another 
rate cut to calm economy 
By Jeennine Avert* 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — The Federal 
Reserve is primed to aggres- 
sively cut a key interest rate 
even lower tomorrow, racing 
to contain spreading financial 
Tires that threaten an economic 
meltdown. 
President Bush declared 
"we're in challenging times" 
and huddled yesterday with 
top economic officials — 
including Fed Chairman Ben 
Bernanke, Treasury Secretary 
Henry Paulson and Securities 
and Exchange Commission 
Chairman Christopher Cox. 
On Wall Street investors were 
still skittish. The Dow lones 
industrials, in an erratic ses- 
sion, closed up 21.16 points, 
after having plunged nearly 200 
points early In the day. Other 
stock indexes fell. 
With the quick collapse of the 
investment hank Bear Stearns, 
fears are mounting about 
whether other financial com- 
panies may fall. Many believe 
the country has already sunk 
into recession and all the prob- 
lems— if not contained — will 
deepen and prolong the pain. 
"The Fed is on high alefl 
.— something you don't see 
but once every quarter centu- 
ry; maybe, in this case, since 
the Great Depression. This is 
a very unusual period," said 
Mark Zandi, chief economist at 
Moody's Hconomy.com. 
That's because the Fed is 
having to fight multiple battles 
at the same time: a housing col- 
lapse, a severe credit crunch 
and Wall Street turmoil that 
threatens the stability of the 
entire U.S. financial system. All 
those problems feed on each 
other, creating a vicious cycle 
"Now the issue is 
fighting the deeper 
recession... the fires 
are spreading." 
Brian Bethune | Economist 
that can be hard for the Fed 
and other Washington policy- 
makers to break. The weight of 
those troubles is like a millstone 
on the ailing economy. 
"Now the issue is righting the 
deeper recession," said Brian 
Bethune, economist at Global 
Insight. "It has kind of moved 
to another level. The fires arc 
spreading," he said. 
To limit the damage, 
Bernanke and his colleagues 
may ratchet down a key interest 
rate, now at three percent, by as 
much as a full percentage point, 
to two percent, which would 
put that rate at the lowest it has 
been since late 2004. Because 
that rate affects a wide range 
of rates charged to millions of 
consumer and businesses, it is 
the l-'ed's most potent tool for 
reviving economic activity. 
If that happens, commer- 
cial banks' prime lending rate 
on certain credit cards, home 
equity lines of credit and other 
loans would drop by a corre- 
sponding amount to five per- 
cent, from six percent currently. 
The Fed's goal, since embark- 
ing on a rate-cutting campaign 
in September, is to induce 
people and businesses to boost 
spending, thus bolstering the 
economy. 
Reserve's latest actions 
appear to shift large risks to 
taxpayers, who may find them- 
selves on the hook for billions in 
worthless securities." 
Bush acknowledges 
market turmoil, says 
gov't. is on top of it' 
By Ben Filler 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — President 
Bush, trying to calm turmoil 
in IIIUIIICI.II markets, said yes- 
terday that his administration 
is "on top of the situation" in 
dealing with the slumping 
economy. 
"One thing is for certain, 
we're in challenging times," the 
president said after meeting 
with Treasury Secretary Henry 
Paulson and other senior eco- 
nomic advisers. "But another 
thing is for certain: We've taken 
strong, decisive action." 
The president commended 
the Federal Reserve for its u rgent 
actions over the weekend. He 
praised Paulson for working 
with the Fed and showing "the 
country and the world that the 
United States is on top of the 
situation." 
Bush spoke on a day of tur- 
moil and plunging prices on 
global financial markets. Oil 
prices hit a record in Asian 
trading, U.S. slockindexfutures 
fell sharply and the dollar hit 
record lows. 
The  White  House  moved 
\ 
GERAIDHERHRT    AP PHOTO 
ASSURANCE: President Bush males 
remarks on the economy yesterday in the 
Roosevelt Room of the White House in 
Washington 
quickly to raise Bush's public- 
profile yesterday, and he con- 
tinued to send an upbeat mes- 
sage, even in acknowledging 
a downturn that keeps roiling 
the economy and the country's 
people as well. 
Bush said "ourfinancial insti- 
tutions are strong" and "our 
capital markets are functioning 
efficiently and effectively." 
Still, Bush said his adminis- 
tration is monitoring economic 
developments closely. 
"When need be, we'll act 
decisively in a way that contin- 
ues to bring order to financial 
markets," Bush said. 
Recent Bush 
quotes about 
the economy 
By The Associated Press 
■ 'One thing is for certain; we're 
in challenging times. But 
another thing is for certain, 
that we've taken strong and 
decisive action." — March 17 
after meeting with economic 
advisers. 
■ "In the long run. we can be 
confident that our economy 
will continue to grow, but in the 
short run. it is clear that growth 
has slowed.' — March 15 in his 
weekly radio address. 
■ "First of all. in a free market, 
there's going to be good 
times and bad times. That's 
how markets work. There will 
be ups and downs. And after 
52 consecutive months of 
job growth, which is a record, 
our economy obviously is 
going through a tough time. 
— March 14 in a speech to the 
Economic Club of New York. 
■ "Losing a job is painful, and 
I know Americans are con- 
cerned about our economy; 
so am I. It's clear our economy 
has slowed, but the good news 
is. we anticipated this and took 
decisive action to bolster the 
economy, by passing a growth 
package that will put money 
into the hands of American 
workers and businesses." 
— March 7 on news that the 
economy lost 63,000 payroll 
jobs in February. 
■ "You see. if you're somebody 
worried about $3 gasoline 
and you think your taxes may 
be going up in two years, 
then it — the uncertain price 
of gasoline — creates more 
uncertainty for you as you plan 
your future." — Feb. 28. urging 
Congress to extend tax cuts 
that will expire. 
■ "That's interesting. I hadn't 
heard that." — Feb. 28. when 
told that some analysts are 
predicting gasoline could go 
up to $4 a gallon. 
■ "Over the past seven years, this 
system has absorbed shocks 
— recession, corporate scan- 
dals, terrorist attacks, global 
war. Yet the genius of our 
system is that it can absorb 
such shocks and emerge even 
stronger." — Feb. 13 in signing 
an economic stimulus package 
of tax rebates for families and 
businesses. 
■ "I hope you're confident about 
our economy. I am. We've got 
some short-term issues to deal 
with. Fourth quarter growth 
slowed to .6 percent. In other 
words, there are signs that our 
economy are slowing." — Jan. 
30 at the Robinson Helicopter 
Co. in Torrance. Calif 
■ "The economic team reports 
that our economy has a solid 
foundation, but that there 
are areas of real concern. 
Our economy is still creat- 
ing jobs, though at a reduced 
pace. Consumer spending is 
still growing, but the housing 
market is declining. Business 
investment and exports are still 
rising, but the cost of imported 
oil has increased." — Jan. 18, 
urging Congress to pass an 
economic-stimulus plan. 
■ "This economy of ours is on 
a solid foundation, but we 
can't take economic growth 
for granted." — Jan. 4 after 
meeting with the President's 
Working Group on Financial 
Markets. 
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Get Connected! 
Get Experience! 
Get Active! 
Get Excited! 
Get Pumped! 
-Otficeol I Campus. 
GET 
INVOLVED! 
APPLY  TODAY  FOR 
STUDENT BUDGET COMMITTEE 
Get great budgeting and accounting experience 
while working with hundreds of student organizations 
Applications are available online at 
www.bgsu.edu/getinvolved/orgs 
All applications are due March 26 
/ 
For more information on 
Student Budget Committee 
or other ways to get involved. 
Division ot Student Allalrs     please, contact us at (419) 372-2343 
BGSU OFFICE OF CAMPUS ACTIVITIES 401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union | (419) 372-2343 
involvedabgsu.edu | www.bgsu.edu/getinvolved 
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Battle over delegates sparks 
discussion about candidates' 
chances of winning in Nov. 
By David Espo 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — After a week- 
end of campaign adversity, Sen. 
Hillary Rodham Clinton and 
her husband separately prod- 
ded Democratic Party leaders 
yesterday to look beyond mere 
delegate strength in picking a 
presidential nominee at this 
summer's national convention. 
"I don't know that it will be 
an easy decision, but that's 
what leaders sign up for," said 
the former president, declaring 
that a candidate's ability to win 
a general election should be 
considered. 
The former first lady, who 
trails rival Sen. Barack Obama in 
the delegate chase, concurred. 
Made in different settings, the 
remarks underscore the debate 
roiling the Democratic Party as 
the primary season nears an 
apparently inconclusive end — 
while Republicans have begun 
to close ranks around Sen. )ohn 
McCain for the fall campaign. 
They also ran contrary to 
sentiments expressed by House 
Speaker Nancy Pelosi over the 
weekend. "If the votes of the 
superdelegates overturn what's 
happened in the elections, 
it would be harmful to the 
Democratic Party," she said in 
an interview. 
Compounding Clinton's del- 
egate woes, Obama padded his 
advantage over the weekend at 
county conventions in Iowa, the 
state whose precinct caucuses 
kicked off the presidential race. 
Obama  gained  nine  more 
E 
Hillary 
Clinton 
Democratic 
presidential 
candidate 
in the 2008 
race 
delegates in 
the state on 
Saturday, largely 
by picking up the 
backing of sup- 
porters of John 
Edwards, who 
has dropped out 
of the race. 
Obama leads 
Clinton, 1,617- 
1,498, in The 
Associated Press' 
count. That 
advantagemasks 
a larger lead 
among pledged 
delegates, which are won in pri- 
maries and caucuses. Obama 
leads Clinton by 155 pledged 
delegates, while she leads 249- 
213 among superdelegates. 
A total of 2,024 delegates is 
required to win the nomination. 
It has long been clear that neither 
Obama nor Clinton would be 
able to reach that level through 
primaries and caucuses alone, 
leaving the convention's 800 or 
so superdelegates with the bal- 
ance of power. 
But former President Clinton 
went one step beyond that when 
he suggested his wife may wind 
up trailing among delegates 
picked by voters. 
"If Senator Obama wins the 
popular vote, then the choice 
would be easier," he said on 
"Good Morning America." "But 
if Hillary wins the popular vote 
but can't quite catch up in the 
delegate vote, then you have to 
just ask yourself which is more 
important and who's more 
likely to win in November." 
Democrats split over extent 
of national reform promises 
"We should be 
renegotiating the 
social contract." 
By Jim Tankarslay 
MCT 
WASHINGTON — The 
Democrats running for presi- 
dent are promising sweep- 
ing changes to reinvigorate 
America's economy and boost 
its workers, including health 
care for all, overhauling or scrap- 
ping of trade deals, broad tax 
cuts for the working class and a 
crackdown on companies that 
ship jobs overseas. 
Back in Congress, where other 
Democrats are working to actu- 
ally pass bills this year, the fate 
of the economy is equally of con- 
cern, but the promises are more 
modest. Party leaders are quietly 
pursuing smaller-scale aird less 
expensive plans to create jobs 
and ease the burden on the mid- 
dle class, focusing on children's 
health care, public works and 
enticements for retirement sav- 
ings and higher education. 
The different approaches 
reflect a split among Democrats 
on how much to embrace glo- 
balization and how best to help 
the middle class. 
Sens. Hillary Clinton, D-N.Y, 
and Barack Obama, 1)111. have 
sounded populist themes in their 
presidential campaigns, partic- 
ularly when attacking the North 
American Free Trade Agreement 
in such manufacturing hubs as 
Ohio and Pennsylvania. 
Leading congressional 
Democrats have taken a more 
Rahm Emanuel | Representative 
Clintonian — as in former 
President Bill Clinton — stance 
that favors trade. 
"We shouldn't be renegotiat- 
ing NAFTA," said Rep. Rahm 
Emanuel, D-Ill., who worked in 
the Clinton White House and is 
the fourth-ranking Democrat in 
the House. "We should be rene- 
gotiating the social contract." 
The differences underscore 
the competing realities of the 
campaign trail, where bold ideas 
sell best, and the halls of Capitol 
Hill, where change typically 
comes in short bursts and where 
President Bush wields the ulti- 
mate power — his veto pen. In 
one example, Bush has repeat- 
edly blocked a congressional 
effort to expand federal health 
coverage for children. 
"It's much easier for Barack 
Obama and Hillary Clinton and 
John McCain to say they're going 
to do X. Yand Z" on theeconomy, 
said Rep. Steny Hoyer, D-Md., the 
House majority leader, "than it is 
to get a bill passed and signed by 
a president who doesn't think 
investment here at home is as 
important as defense spending 
or even spending in Iraq." 
Florida delegates left in limbo as state 
abandons plans to hold do-over election 
By Brendan Farrington 
The Associated Press 
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Facing 
strong opposition, Florida 
Democrats yesterday aban- 
doned plans to hold a do-over 
presidential primary with a 
mail-in vote and threw the del- 
egate dispute into the lap of the 
national party. 
While the decision by Florida 
Democrats left the state's 210 
delegates in limbo, Democrats 
in Michigan moved closer to 
holding another contest on )une 
3. Legislative leaders reviewed 
a measure yesterday that would 
set up a privately funded, state- 
administered do-over primary, 
The Associated Press learned. 
In Florida, a frustrated 
Democratic Party chairwoman 
Karen L. Thurman sent a letter 
announcing the decision. 
"A party-run primary or cau- 
cus has been ruled out, and it's 
simply not possible for the state 
"We hope that all parties can agree 
on a fair seating of the Florida delegates 
so that Florida can participate in the 
Democratic Convention." 
Barack Obama I Democratic Presidential Candidate 
to hold another election, even 
if the party were to pay for it," 
Thurman said. "... This doesn't 
mean that Democrats are giving 
up on Florida voters. It means 
that a solution will have to come 
from the DNC Rules & Bylaws 
Committee, which is scheduled 
to meet again in April." 
Members of Florida's congres- 
sional delegation unanimously 
opposed the plan, and Barack 
Obamaexpressed concern about 
the security of a mail-in vote 
organized so quickly. Hillary 
Rodham Clinton's campaign 
expressed disappointment with 
Florida's decision. 
"Today's announcement 
brings us no closer to count- 
ing the votes of the nearly 1.7 
million people who voted in 
lanuary," Clinton spokesman 
Phil Singer said. "We hope the 
Obama campaign shares our 
belief that Florida's voters must 
be counted and cannot be dis- 
enfranchised." 
Obama's campaign said it 
looked forward to an agreement 
on what to do about Florida. 
"We hope that all parties can 
agree on a fair seating of the 
Florida delegates so that Florida 
canparticipateintheDemocrutic 
Convention, and we look for- 
ward lo working with the Florida 
Democratic Parly and compel 
ing vigorously in the state so that 
Barack Obama can put Florida 
back into the Democratic col- 
umn in November," said Obama 
spokesman Tommy Vietor. 
The national party punished 
Michigan and Florida for hold 
ing primaries before Feb. 5, strip 
pingthem of all their delegates to 
the party's national convention 
this summer in Denver. All the 
Democratic candidates agreed 
not to campaign in the states, 
and Obama did not appear on 
Michigan's ballot. 
Clinton won both primaries. 
As the race with Obama has 
tightened, she has argued the 
delegates should be seated or 
new primaries held. 
Florida Democratic Sen. Bill 
Nelson, who backs Clinton, 
has suggested one alternative 
— seating all Florida delegates 
already chosen but only giving 
them half a vote each. 
McCain's Iraq visit falls during massacre anniversary 
By Ryan L«nz 
The Associated Press 
BAGHDAD—Sen. John McCain's 
trip to Iraq, which began Sunday 
in Baghdad, coincides with a 
number of milestones. 
The Iraq war, to which the 
probable Republican presi- 
dential nominee has linked his 
political future, will be five years 
old Thursday. Around that date, 
the U.S. military is likely to suffer 
its 4.000th death in the war. And 
McCain's arrival Sunday coin- 
cided with the 20th anniversary 
of a horrific chemical weapons 
attack in northern Iraq. 
McCain met with Deputy 
Prime Minister Barham Saleh 
and planned to meet with Gen. 
David Petraeus, the top U.S. 
commander in Iraq, according 
to the U.S. Embassy. Further 
details of McCain's visit, which 
had been anticipated, were not 
being released for security rea- 
sons, the embassy said. 
Before leaving the United 
States, McCain, one of the fore- 
most proponents of the March 
2003 U.S.-led invasion, said 
[lu trip to the Middle East and 
Europe was for fact-finding pur- 
poses, not a campaign photo 
opportunity. 
But he expressed public wor- 
ries that militants in Iraq might 
try to influence the November 
general election. 
"Yes, I worry about it," he said, 
responding to a question dur- 
ing a campaign appearance in 
Pennsylvania. "And I know they 
pay attention, because of the 
intercepts we have of their com- 
munications." 
McCain, the senior Republican 
on [he Senate Armed Services 
Committee, was accompanied 
by Sens. Joe 1 jeberman, an inde- 
pendent from Connecticut, and 
Ijndsey Graham, R-S.C, two lop 
supporters of his presidential 
ambitions. 
The weeklong trip will take 
McCain to Israel, Britain and 
France, and include his first 
meeting with British Prime 
Minister Gordon Brown. 
MASTER SGI ANDY DUNAWAY     IP .'H0T0 
VISIT: in this image released by the U.S. Air Force. Sen John McCain is seen al Baghdad's 
International Airport to visit the top U S. commander in Iraq. Gen. David Petraeus. 
Obama prepares for full assault on Clinton over ethics, 
transparency during the coming campaign weeks 
By John McCormick 
MCT 
PLAINF1ELD, Ind.—Sen. Barack 
Obama is trying to air his dirly 
laundry — even some items 
that might appear just a little 
wrinkled — as he prepares a full 
assault on Sen. Hillary Clinton 
ever ethics and transparency. 
On Saturday, meanwhile, he 
invoked Robert F. Kennedy as he 
continued to try to distance him- 
selffromcontroversialstatements 
made by his former Chicago pas- 
tor that are now widely circulat- 
ing on the Internet. 
With a gap between campaign 
contests, Obama is trying to 
unload controversies. On Friday, 
he held extended conversations 
with the Chicago Tribune and 
Chicago Sun-Times newspapers 
about his longtime relationship 
with  indicted  developer  and 
fundraiser Antoin "Tony" Re/.ko. 
The Illinois Democrat is also 
expected to make public his tax 
returns for several years before 
2(X)(>. documents he has previ- 
ously provided to the Tribune 
and other news organizations. 
Clinton, who appeared 
Saturday in two St. Patrick's Day 
parades i n Pen nsylva n ia, has sa id 
she will release her post-White 
House tax returns in mid-April, 
perhaps just ahead of the April 22 
Pennsylvania primary. 
Her campaign, meanwhile, 
suggested many questions 
remain about Obama's relation- 
ship with Rc/.ko. 
"The revelations in today's 
newspapers make il clear that 
Sen. Obama has not always been 
as straightforward" as he has 
suggested, Clinton spokesman 
Phil Singer said. 
The New York senator also 
said she supported an effort by 
Michigan Democrats lo hold a 
June primary, a do-over for an 
earlier one not sanctioned by the 
national party. 
As the ethics debate played oul, 
Obama campaigned in this rap 
idly growing, heavily Republican 
suburb of Indianapolis, a town 
that is 95 percent white. 
^*   % 
CHANGEI 
1 WE CAN BELIEVE IN 1 
m '                    - 
AT THE PODIUM: Democratic presidential hopeful Sen. Barack Obama. D-lll. speaks at a 
town hall meeting al the Community College of Beaver County yesterday in Monaca, Pa. 
WIPVE 
Rentals 
here to go? 
ing for a place to live? |We can help! 
ur On* Bedroom, are Suitable for Grad Students! 
317MANVILLE AVE: 
Close to Campus / Ranch Style 
$345.00 plus utilities 
108 ORDWAV: 
Very Quiet Complex 
$320.00 per month plus utilities 
242 1/2 S. MAIN ST. #1 & #2: 
Furnished apartments above a 
downtown law office 
$395.00 plus utilities 
107 CLAY STREET: 
Large rooms above a business 
Free water/Sewer/electric 
$545.00 plus $30 per month for gas 
Idjuesday. March 18.2008 ODD NEWS WWWBGNEVVS.COM 
Sugar-free treats and healthy 
snacks for animals part of zoos' 
increasing focus on nutrition 
By Lindsi-y Tinner 
The Associated Press 
CHICAGO - Gorillas on Weight 
Watchers7 Polar bears slurping 
sugar-free lell-0 shots? Giraffes 
nibbling alfalfa biscuits? 
The days of letting visitors throw 
marshmallows to the animals arc 
history at zoos around the country, 
replaced by a growing focus on 
diet and nutrition that parallels the 
fitness craze in humans. 
And thanks to mounting 
research at the Toledo Zoo and 
other zoos on wild animals' food 
needs, today's zoo staffers are try- 
ing new feeding tricks to keep their 
lions and tigers and bears healthy 
and happy. 
Avoiding obesity is part of the 
program. 
like humans, many zoo ani- 
mals "like the good stuff. They 
like the sugary, high-fat food, and 
"We are very 
vigilant about 
monitoring the 
animals' weight..." 
Jennifet Watts | Nutritionist 
they're not moving as much as 
they're genetically programmed 
to," said Jennifer Watts, staff nutri- 
tionist at suburban Brookficld 
Zoo, west of Chicago. 
Adding to the challenge is that 
food is used for training and to 
help keep animals psychologically 
Stimulated Too much "enrich- 
ment" can result in love handles, 
even on bears and gorillas. 
So Watts is hatching a Weight 
Watchers-style plan for the beasts. 
The idea is to assign points to food 
and allow the animals a limited 
ODD NEWS 
BRIEF 
NYC businessman sues 
club, claiming stripper 
injured him with shoe 
during lap dance 
NEW YORK (AP) - A businessman 
claims in a lawsuit that he was injured 
when a stripper giving him a lap dance 
swiveled and smacked him in the face 
with the heel ol her shoe. 
Stephen Chang, a securities trader, 
said in court papers filed Friday that he 
was at the Hot Lap Dance Club near 
Madison Square Garden and was get- 
ting a paid lap dance when the accident 
occurred early Nov. 2.2007. 
A man who identified himself as the 
manager of the Hot Lap Dance Club 
said he was unaware of the accident or 
the state Supreme Court lawsuit 
Falling home prices 
may be intergalatic: 
Tenn. flying-saucer 
house sells for just 
$135K 
CHATTANOOGA. Tenn (AP) - The 
sale puce for a Chattanooga. Tenn.. 
house shaped like a (lying saucer is noth- 
ing to phone home about 
The Space House sold at auction 
Saturday for a down-to-earth bid of 
$155,000 Auctioneer Terry Posey says 
(From II AM AX 
RESERVATIONS 
419-353-2277 
163 South Main Srreet 
Bowling Green 
he's surprised bidding didn't go higher 
The sale of the 38-year -old. three-bed- 
room structure perched on six 'landing 
gear" legs attracted worldwide attention 
Posey says Pearl Johnson of 
Cincinnati bought the mountainside 
house but didn't want to discuss the 
transaction 
Calif, student stops 
out-of-control school 
bus; gets detention 
because she was 
skipping class 
SEASIDE.Calif (AP)-A 15-year- 
old girl who slopped an out-of-control 
school bus she was riding on was handed 
a Saturday detention instead because 
she was skipping school 
Marina High School student Amanda 
Rouse was on a bus with 40 elementary 
school students Wednesday morning 
when the driver fell out of her seat after 
a turn and hit her head 
Rouse jumped up and applied the 
brakes, bringing the bus to a halt after 
striking two parked cars. No one was 
injured 
"She is in [rouble wilh school because 
she made the wrong decision." said 
Rouse's grandmother. Sally Correll "Bui I 
can't help but believe thai she was where 
God wanted her to be" 
DIP YOU KNOW 
TherraTe 
^293- ways ., 
, {o-maSre J 
changed 
a dollar; 
number of extra points a week. 
For example, molasses is a 
favorite treat of the bears and 
gorillas. Keepers often spread it 
around their enclosures to get 
them moving. Under Watts' plan, 
two cups of molasses might be 
worth two points, and granola 
liars — a favorite bear treat — 
would be worth one. 
"We're trying to keep calorie 
intake within a limit. ... We are 
very vigilant about monitoring 
the animals' weight, because, like 
humans, it can lead to other health 
problems," Watts said. 
Keepers at the Indianapolis Zoo 
arc trying a different approach. 
Instead of fattening sweets, they 
offer sugar-free Jell-0 to their 
polar bears, hiding the treats 
around the habitat. 
"It tastes good, but is calo- 
rie-free," said nutritionist lason 
Williams 
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Campus Events 
Free custom imprinted t-shirts 
Student clubs, teams & 
campus events S programs 
Details at.www.adongear.com 
Travel 
SPRING DISCOUNT PACKAGES!!!! 
Ylbtravel.com/jwin 
INCOME OPPORTUNITY 
CALL:419/290-7804 
Help Wanted 
PART-TIME TEMPORARY POSITION 
— City of Bowling Green Park Laborer — 
Starting Pay-$7.00-$11.00 per hour 
Part-time, Temoporary Position 
40 hours/week - (end of May to end of August 
Urban Foresty Division 
Learn all phases of arboriculture including pruning and removal, insect and disease 
management and woody plant fertilization   Performs landscaping (planting, watering, mulching), 
maintenance, care, and pruning of trees in street right-of-ways, parks, and other City property. 
Perform manual labor using a variety of hand tools   Must have a valid Drivers License. Must be 
able to respond to questions and requests from the public and maintain work records using 
automated work order system and handheld computers. Preferred Qualifications: Working 
toward a minimum of an Associates Degree/BS in Arboriculture, Turf Management, Landscape 
Design, Greenhouse Nursery Operations. Urban Forestry, or Environmental Science. 
Experience and/or course work urban forestry, dendrology, woody plants/tree identification, 
tree biology, turf management, landscape design, insects and disease, and environmental 
science. Must be able to work 40 hours/week from late May to late August   This is a part-time, 
temporary position without fringe benefits 
Applications will be accepted in the Personnel Department, City of Bowling Green, 304 N. 
Church Street. Bowling Green, Ohio   Monday - Friday. Resumes alone are unacceptable 
For more information call the Personnel Department at (419)354-6200. E-mail address 
BGPersonnelvgbgohio org or go to: www.bgohio.org    Deadline for accepting applications 
is4:30p.m April 11, 2008  AA/EEO 
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ACROSS 
1 Velvety flora 
5 "Kama _" 
10 "Carolina Burana" composer 
14 Body or knock lead-in 
15 Sub-Saharan region 
16 Horizontal barner 
17 Obstinate 
19 Height: pret. 
20 Target sighters 
21 Squealer 
23 Buy a round 
24 Cardiac cycle 
26 Weekday abbr 
27 Fermented beverage 
29 Pasture in poetry 
30 Winter ATV. _-Cat 
31 Korean apricot 
33 Bra's sib 
35 Shabby 
37 Youth org. and puzzle theme 
41 Discharge from the RAF 
44 Israeli weapon 
1 Honorific for Gandhi 
2 Long golf club 
3 Flower parts 
4 Part one of a tape 
5 Fast fliers, for short 
6 Egt.-Syr.. once 
7 "__ Were the Days" 
8 Car tor hire 
9 Tipper's mate 
10 Big name in toothbrushes 
11 Most risque 
12 Biting insect 
13 Mr. Ziegleld 46 
16 Mexicali miss 47 
22 Hokkaido port 48 
24 Will beneficiary 51 
25 Miniature 
28 Shaq's alma mater 52 
32 Sci-fi craft 54 
34 Chinese kingdom 57 
36 Blood class, syst. 58 
38 XXX large 60 
39 Old autocrat 62 
40 Half of CIV 
41 Homer Simpson 63 
exclamation 65 
42 Flexible 
43 Anthropoid 
Appraise 
Swore 
Decreases 
Astaire/Rogers clas- 
sic 
City in northern Spain 
Loaded with fat 
Impede 
As a friend: Fr. 
1983 Mr. T movie 
Baseball's Mel and 
Ed 
Hawaiian tuna 
Adjective for Abner 
45 Ellipsoid 
49 Pay extension? 
50 DDEs arena 
53 Atmosphere 
55 "_ Maria" 
56 Surrenders 
59 Sits in neutral 
61 Stay abed 
62 Comes about 
63 Bickering 
64 Kind of insurance 
66 Pleasure trek 
67 Let in 
68 Egyptian sun god: var. 
69 Bakery worker 
70 Works hard 
71 Four-posters 
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MEXICAN GRILL 
419.353.7200 
Burrtto Eating 
Contest Special Today! 
— $5.00 Meal — 
Includes entree and drink 
Offer Valid 1/llVM 
(NOT VALID W/ OTHER OFFERS) 
Bowling Green 
129 S. Main St. 
Tel: 419.353.7200 
Fax: 419.354.7206 
IBARTENDING'uploSaOO/day No 
exp necessary. Training provided. 
Call 800-965-6520 ext  174. 
400 Counselors/Instructors needed! 
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA 
Call 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com 
DAY CAMP RECREATION AIDE/ 
SUMMER: Sunshine Inc. has tempo- 
rary, full-time positions available to 
work with persons with developmen- 
tal disabilities in a summer day camp 
program. Position will run June thru 
August. Monday through Friday. 8:30 
-3:00. Starting pay is $7 67 - 
$9 16/hr based on education and ex- 
perience. Strongly prefer applicants 
with previous education/experience 
in the MR/DD field or recreation who 
are interested in joining our team 
year-round after the summer pro- 
gram has ended. All positions re- 
quire: Valid drivers license & good 
driving record; high school diploma/ 
3ED: Pre-employment background 
screening. To learn more about our 
programs, go to: 
Applications are accepted M-F 8,30 
am-4pm Apply in person at Sun- 
Shioejnc of NVVQtTio^7223_JYiau: 
mee-Western Rd.. Maumee. OH 
4353L_£QE Drug Free Workplace 
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive 
brand new cars with ads placed 
on them. www.AdCarClub.com 
Editor Positions Available/^ hr, 
Fast growing, dynamic market re- 
search firm with tun office environ- 
ment needs part-time proofreaders. 
Weekday ft weekend hours avail- 
able. Requires high standards, an 
eye for detail, excellent general com- 
puter ft email knowledge; strong ex- 
perience in Excel, Word & Outlook a 
plus. Fax letter expressing your inter- 
est ft schedule availability to: Proof- 
reader 419-872-5104. Interested 
candidates please e-mail resume im- 
mediately to 
er@intelli-shop.com. 
Help Wanted Help Wanted For Rent 
Are you HONEST? DETAILED? EN- 
ERGETIC? and DEPENDABLE? A 
locally owned Mighty Mouse Maid 
cleaning bus. seeking females with 
above attributes for pt time work 
Needed availability: btwn, 7:30am- 
noon, M-F Starting pay $7 per hr 
Call Cathleen 419-308-1595 
Get Paid To Play Video Games! 
Earn S20-S100 to test and play new 
video games, www.videogamepay. 
com 
Interviewing for five summer sea- 
sonal positions to assist in grounds 
maintenance and facilities cleaning 
Must be able to routinely lift 80 
pounds and work flexible hours, 7:00 
a.m. - 3:00 p.m., including weekends 
Must be 18 years of age, possess 
valid Ohio Drivers License Pay rate 
$8.00 hour Send resume/references 
to HR Dept.. Wood County Park Dis- 
trict, 18729 Mercer Road, Bowling 
Green, OH 43402 by 4:30 p.m.. Fri- 
day April 4. 2008. 
Student Intern-Public Gardens 
SB/hr. Needed May - August to work 
closely with Park staff to maintain 
public gardens in BG. Landscaping 
experience or botany background 
desired. Application information at 
BG Community Center. 1245 W 
Newton Rd.. Bowling Green, OH. 
Or email mgngore@bgohio.org 
Summer Job & Internship Fair 
Wednesday. March 19,11am - 3pm 
Student Union Ballroon 
Over 55 companies recruiting! 
SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE! CAMP 
WAYNE FOR GIRLS - Children's 
sleep-away camp, Northeast Penn- 
sylvania. 6/21-8/17. If you love chil- 
dren and want a caring, fun environ- 
ment we need Counselors for: Ten- 
nis, Swimming, Golf, Gymnastics, 
Cheerleading, Drama, High & Low 
Ropes, Team Sports, Waterskiing. 
Sailing. Painting/Drawing, Ceramics, 
Silkscreen, Printmaking. Batik, Jew- 
elry, Calligraphy, Photography, 
Sculpture, Guitar, Aerobics, Self-De- 
fense, Video, Piano. Other: Adminis- 
trative. CDL Driver, Nurses (RN's ft 
Nursing Students), Bookkeeper, 
Mother's Helper. On campus inter- 
views March 26. Select The Camp 
That Selects The Best staff Call 
215-944-3069 or apply at 
709 5th Street A 
APARTMENTS 
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS 
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS 
Want men witling to learn to work on 
wood tloors including gym floors. 
Starling when school is out tor the 
summer until the middle ol August 
Work consists ot operating equip- 
ment, including tloor butters and floor 
sanding machines Also measuring, 
laying out and painting game lines 
and art work and applying gym floor 
linish. We will thoroughly train you in 
all phases ot the work. Job pays $8 
per hour. You can expect between 
40-50 hours per week. Hours can be 
flexible. Must be punctual and reli- 
able and willing to accept responsi- 
bility. Please contact Joe Koch. 
419-340-6270 or tax resume to 
419-825-1714 
For Sale 
Clean pillow top mattress set, $150. 
Brand new, in plastic with warranty. 
Can deliver (419)514-4541. 
English Springer Spaniels AKC, vet 
checked $300-$350 (419)274-2205 
luckylu@gmail com 
For Rent 
astit "■■MainHhi. 
2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A 
Shuttle stop across the street 
S525/month Full Year Lease 
\ 
For Rental Information: 
Contact Jack at 
1-800-829-8638 
www.bowllnggreen-apts.com f 
• 3 bdrm available in August 
' 1 or 2 bdrm. avail. May or August. 
For more info call 419-354-9740 
" 08-09 S. Y. Houses & Apts 
729 4th St. 4 bdrm C/A, W/D 
321 E Merry 4-5 bdrm., air. 
311 E. Reed 3 bdrm also IS2 bdrms 
see Cartyrentals com 
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm 
07 - '08 S.Y. 3 bdrm  house avail 
671/08. 3 bdrm house avail. 8/15/08 
$275 per person + util. Close to 
BGSU. OH St. pkg. AC/WD. 
1 bdrm. .■Hie avail 8/15/08$375 plus 
util Close to BQSU. Oft st. pkg .lurn 
1 rm. etfic. avail. 8/15/08. $290 plus 
util Close to BGSU Off st pkg Part 
fum. 
2 bdrm apt avail. 6/15/08 $450 plus 
util Part turn 419-601 -3225. 
1 bdrm. apt across from campus. 
Avail. May or Aug. 1 yr. lease. $350 
plus util. (419)897-5997. 
WANTED 
ROUTE DELIVERY PERSON 
Home City Ice 
Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area 
1 -2 Days per week during school 
Full Time during summer break 
www.homecltylce.com 
NOEXITHII rii i MI i urn-win. TRAIN 
1-800-899-8070 
12 month leases starting May 2008 
613 5th - 3 BR House 
$740 • util 
837 3rd - 3 BR Duplex 
$900 + uM 
1204 E. Wooster St - 4 BR House 
$1380 t util 
453 S Prospect A -2 to 3 BR Apt 
$600 * util 
Smith Apt Rentals 
419-352-8917 
2 bdrm , new carpet, new windows 
$415 ,1 person, $475, 2 people 818 
7th St #5 (419)309-2001. 
3 & 2 bdrm houses S College 
$650 per month, plus utilities. Avail- 
able Aug 419-352-4850 
3 S4 BEDROOM HOUSES 
Close to campus & downtown 
419-308-2458 
3 bdrm. unit avail, immed. Also May 
8 Aug 08 1 yr. lease. 5th St or 
closer to campus (419)409-1110. 
4 bdrm., 2 bath avail May or Aug 
A/C, D/W. WrD 308 1/2 S. College (937)469-3557. 
4 bedrm home. 240 N Enterprise 
Call tor more information. 
(419)867-1812 
APTS. ft HOUSES 
FOR SPRING & FALL 
(419)352-3445 
Brand new, secluded 1 bdrm. apt 
Lots of windows, very spacious. 
$450 mo Call 419-654-5716. 
House w/3 bdrm., 2 bath, den $750 
mo +u1il 5th St Available May 
(419)352-8872 
Houses & Apartments 
12 month leases only 
S. Smith Contracting, LLC 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave 
Office open 10 - 2 M - F 
wwwbgapartments.com 
Lrg great house*, Near campus 
Irg yard, Built-in bar. May 08 lease 
Pttt possible 419-353-7374 
Pet Friendly I 
Free Heatl Free Waterl 
Varsity Square (419) 353-7715 
Summer subleaser needed ASAP. 
GREAT LOCATIONI $300 mo. * util. 
Call (440)668-6067 
Ivpod.; * 
! Stocks From i 
Studios: from $309 
1 Bedrooms: from $435 
Move in Febniary or March and receive 
$100 off your first month's rent! 
C/A, Pitt i 
inert term lanes Aval 
41MR-7M1 E.H 
J v\ 
